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I. Introduction  

ny tax is the product of a base, or what is being taxed, and a rate 

structure, or how much the base is being taxed. The government must 

choose both, what we shall call a base-rate pair. Tax policy for decades, 

and by some measures centuries, has been obsessed over the base question, where a debate 

has raged over income versus consumption taxes.2 A quieter debate has taken place on the 

rate structure, where proponents of progressivity—the norm of expecting the rich (or those 

with greater “ability to pay”) to pay more, in percent terms, than the not-rich—have been 

hanging on, fighting back political and to some extent intellectual arguments for flat-rate 

taxation.3 For the most part, the base and rate issues have not been fully joined.4 Where they 

have been connected, a basic misunderstanding haunts the analysis: the case for 

consumption taxation, gaining adherents at an accelerating pace in the academy,5 has been 

unnecessarily linked, in the intellectual history of tax, with flat or proportionate tax rates.6 

While academics fiddle, the real world has been burning, moving, seemingly inexorably, to a 
                                                 
2 The fountain-head for the debate can be found in JOHN STUART MILL, PRINCIPLES OF POLITICAL ECONOMY, 
(Jonathan Riley, ed., Oxford University Press, 1998) (1848).  Subsequent contributions include Fisher and 
Fisher and Kaldor. The classic argument in an American law review context was had out in William D. 
Andrews, A Consumption-Type or Cash Flow Personal Income Tax,  87 HARVARD LAW REVIEW 1113 (1974); Alvin 
C. Warren Fairness and a Consumption-Type or Cash Flow Personal Income Tax, 88 HARV. L. REV. 931(1975); William 
D. Andrews, Fairness and the Personal Income Tax: A Reply to Professor Warren, 88 HARV. L. REV. 947 (1975); and 
Alvin C. Warren, Would A Consumption Tax Be Fairer Than an Income Tax?, 89YALE L. J. 1081 (1980). For recent 
discussion, see Joseph Bankman and David A. Weisbach, The Superiority of an Ideal Consumption Tax over an Ideal 
Income Tax, 58 STAN. L. REV. – (2006); Daniel Shaviro, Beyond the Pro-Consumption Tax Consensus, 59 STAN. L. 
REV. – (forthcoming, 2007); and Joseph Bankman and David A. Weisbach, Consumption Taxation is Still Superior 
to Income Taxation, 59 STAN. L. REV. --- (forthcoming, 2007). For a summary of the intellectual history of the 
debate, with many citations, see Edward J. McCaffery, A New Understanding of Tax, 103 MICH. L. REV. 807 
(2005).   
3 Here the classic citation is Blum and Kalven. See also Bankman and Griffith 1987. For recent statements in 
favor of flat rate or proportionate taxation see Hall and Rabushka, xxx. For counter-arguments, see Bankman 
and Fried, xxxx. 
4 Zelenak, McCaffery. 
5 McCaffery, Bankman and Weisbach, Shaviro. 
6 For example, Hall and Rabushka 1983; see McCaffery 2005a and b.  
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specific form of consumption tax, a prepaid consumption or (equivalently) wage tax, at 

historically low and flattened rates: a flat consumption base-rate pair.   

While tax bases and tax rates are analytically distinct subject matters, logically 

separable, they are linked politically, rhetorically, and economically. Simply put, the choice of 

base affects the arguments for, and the effects of, the degree of progression in the tax rate 

structure, and vice versa. Turning to bases, we point out that there are three choices for 

comprehensive individual taxation: income, wage, and expenditure. But we argue that, as a 

practical matter at least, there are only two realistic options for comprehensive tax reform 

facing America today, a wage or an expenditure tax. The case for relatively flat wage taxes 

has been effectively made in the public political sphere. We argue that the only possible 

base-rate pair that features significantly enhanced progressivity in the marginal rate structure 

over the status quo baseline is an expenditure tax. Hence it appears that the “last best hope” 

for progressivity in tax lies in the direction of a specific form of consumption tax, namely a 

“postpaid consumption” or (equivalently) expenditure tax. This is an exciting possibility for 

advocates of progressivity, deserving further study: because an expenditure tax falls on 

spending, not (directly) on work or savings, it is conceivable that the system could bear 

significantly more marginal rate progression than a wage tax, without deterring the socially 

productive activities of work, savings, or investment, depending on why people save. Hence 

we end by stressing the importance of getting deeper understandings of savings behavior, 

and we sketch out how it might matter. All of this is intended as a set of positive, descriptive 

claims about the state of tax reform today and the possibilities for its foreseeable future. The 

balance of the Article explains the points. 
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To clarify tasks from the outset, we do not here make a freestanding argument for 

progressivity as a normative ideal, nor do we make a positive argument that the tax system is 

the best or the only place to obtain progressivity or redistribution in society. Some oppose 

progressive rates in tax or any form of redistribution from rich to not-rich;7 others see 

alternatives to tax for achieving redistribution.8 We simply posit an interest in obtaining 

progressivity in tax, in the spirit of Henry Simons and many subsequent analysts: an interest, 

or hope, also reflected in the marginal rate structure that obtained at least from the 1940s, 

when the income tax moved from a “class tax to a mass tax,” in the wonderful phrase of 

Carolyn Jones,9 until the 1980s, when the significant tax rate cuts of Ronald Reagan’s 

presidency moved us to the present situation, more or less.10 We also note that scholars—

and we suspect many citizens—have expressed an interest specifically in having progressive 

marginal tax rates,11 although, as we shall note, “progressivity” is typically defined in terms of 

average or (equivalently) effective tax rates.12 In addition to defining these terms, we argue that 

the pattern of marginal as well as average tax rates might well matter to compelling notions 

of fairness in tax. Our point throughout is to show how enhanced progressivity can, and 

cannot, be achieved, from where we are.  

Our analysis adopts certain customary assumptions about the contours of the tax 

system, namely that taxes will apply comprehensively to individuals or households, without 

an excessive degree of particularization, and are levied on an annual basis. These 

assumptions fit American taxation since the enactment of the XVIth Amendment and the 
                                                 
7 Flat tax citations, but see Bankman andFried and other retorts. 
8 See Bird and Zolt 2005, but note they are only discussing developing countries. Notes on Kaplow and 
Shavell. McCaffery and Baron on limits of understanding of progressivity in U.S. context. 
9 Citation. 
10 Krugman, Conscience of a Liberal. 
11 Murphy and Nagel; Zelenak and Kemper. 
12 Slemrod and Bakija; see also Bankman and Griffith. 
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initial federal income tax in 1913. Progressive taxation must be individuated (although this 

can of course include households or couples as the filing unit), as noted by William Vickrey: 

“Genuinely progressive taxation is necessarily personal taxation.”13 Yet comprehensive tax 

systems in a constitutional democracy such as the United States are extremely unlikely to 

make individualized decisions about taxpayer burdens based on particular knowledge of 

persons, such as their education level, immigrant status, IQ level or “genetic markers.”14 We 

do not here consider business taxes, such as the corporate income tax or the business-tax 

component of many “flat tax” plans, such as the Hall-Rabushka or David Bradford’s X-tax 

proposals: such taxes feature uncertain incidence and fail in any event to be individuated 

ones in Vickrey’s (or our) sense.15 Mechanisms to obviate annual returns, such as “Vickrey 

averaging,” aside from rather small exceptions, have never been tried, are complex, and seem 

unlikely to be adopted any time soon.  

Our pragmatic assumptions situate the analysis with one foot in ideal or first-best, 

unconstrained, theory, and the other in the second-best, constrained world of practical 

politics; it rules out rarefied, complex, and abstract tax systems of the sort that feature in the 

technical economics literature on optimal taxes.16 In short and in sum, we analyze the case 

                                                 
13 Vickrey 1947 at 3. 
14 Cf. Slemrod and Loque, draft, on genetic markers; Mirrlees 1971 suggest an IQ basis, in passing, at the 
conclusion of the article; see Taxing Women on limits of optimal tax in constitutional framework.  
15 See McCaffery, Uneasy Case, supra. For consideration of Hall-Rabushka and other comprehensive tax 
reform proposals including a business tax component, see Slemrod and Bakija, supra; see also David Bradford. 
Ignoring the business tax component, we consider the “flat tax” plans and their variants, such as Bradford’s X-
tax, to be wage taxes, as they are on the individual level; as noted in the text, we do not discuss business taxes at 
any significant length in this Article, although we note them, in passing, as possible constituent of a “hybrid” 
tax in Part III.C., below. We thank Joel Slemrod for pressing these concerns on us. See Kopczuk and Slemrod, 
Firms in Optimal Tax, draft (discussing role of corporations in optimal tax analysis.)  
16 We are not alone, of course, in noting that the rarefied analysis of optimal tax theory does not easily cash 
itself out into simple, immediately useful practical results. See, e.g., Slemrod, 1990. Kaplow 2006, Optimal 
Income Transfers, perhaps one of the leading advocates of using optimal tax analysis as a guide to public 
policy, also notes the importance of factoring in real-world constraints. 
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for progressivity in tax under politically plausible comprehensive tax reform proposals, ones 

for which there are good reasons to consider as possible legislation in the near to mid-term. 

These pragmatic constraints mirror our normative posture. We acknowledges that 

welfare economics, as traditionally applied in the neo-classical rational choice tradition, is 

important, even though such economics analysis need not be decisive in the public political 

sphere, as it need not translate directly into practical and politically acceptable policies. We 

agree with John Maynard Keynes that “madmen in authority, who hear voices in the air, are 

distilling their frenzy from some academic scribbler of a few years back”17—but we hasten to 

add that said madmen, at least when it comes to tax, are not precisely copying the lecture 

notes. Thus we maintain that it is possible to ground arguments in both “optimal tax 

theory,” the branch of welfare economics most germane to consideration of tax’s rate 

structure, and what might loosely be called “political-rhetorical” concerns, a cluster of issues 

sounding in philosophical, administrative, psychological, and base political matters.18 These 

concerns are reflected in a near century of experience in comprehensive tax systems and 

reform proposals in the United States and elsewhere, and the “ordinary moral intuitions” 

that obtain in the country today. It is in the context of all these concerns that we argue that a 

progressive expenditure tax is the “last best hope” for obtaining significant progressivity in 

tax.19 

The Article proceeds as follows.  

Part II sets out some of the analytics of tax’s rate structure, developing what we term 

“everyday optimal tax theory,” following a phrase we borrow in modified form from the 

                                                 
17 Keynes, General Theory, Concluding Thoughts. 
18 Note not ruling out the normativity of ordinary moral intuitions, see Bernard Williams, etc.. Also note choice 
of the term “rhetoric,” from JGA Pocock. 
19 Note on Lincoln and paradox of title. 
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“everyday libertarianism” coined by Liam Murphy and Thomas Nagel in their philosophical 

treatment of tax.20 We begin by defining basic terms, most importantly, marginal and average 

(or effective) tax rates, and pointing out why each might matter to a politically appealing tax 

structure. We then summarize the main findings of optimal income tax theory as advanced 

by the Nobel laureate James Mirrlees and others, most importantly that there is a range over 

which marginal tax rates should decline on high-ability or income taxpayers under a wage 

tax, even reaching zero at the limit. In addition to declining rates over upper income or 

ability ranges, optimal income tax models share two further features: there are higher, and 

often quite high, infra-marginal tax rates, that is, marginal rates on workers at lower levels of 

income or ability than the top, and redistribution is obtained by making lump-sum payments 

back to all individuals, often called “demogrants.” We note, as others have, that optimal tax 

theory has been important but not decisive in shaping the way things are, and setting the 

stage for the way they could become.  

We candidly acknowledge here that our interpretation and approach is likely to draw 

criticism from two opposing camps. Some scholars, in a welfare economics tradition, believe 

that optimal tax theory is all that one needs to obtain progressivity in tax; the optimal tax 

tradition is, like all standard welfare economics, neutral as to the degree of redistribution 

generated by the tax system, and, in fact, explicitly points the way toward significant 

redistribution.21 Other scholars believe that optimal tax theory is practically useless as a guide 

to real-world policy; certainly optimal tax models are rarefied matters indeed, and the precise 

findings of declining marginal tax rates for high-ability taxpayers and the top rate of zero are 

special cases, and where (if at all) they obtain in the range of abilities or incomes is 

                                                 
20 Murpy and Nagel, supra note ---, at ----. 
21 In addition to Mirrlees himself, see also Bankman and Griffith, Murphy and Nagel, Kaplow. 
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contentious and unclear. We nonetheless situate our body of analysis firmly between the two 

hands. Specifically, we argue that there is a “real world” or “everyday” optimal tax theory 

that exerts a powerful influence on tax policy, both because of the underlying facts of the 

matter (e.g., the fact that high marginal tax rates on labor do deter some productive work 

effort), and because of popular political acceptance of some, but not all, features of the 

optimal tax models. Optimal tax theory is important but not decisive, and its role in practical 

politics is related to but not precisely dependent on state-of-the-art economics analysis.  

Part III turns to the tax base. As a first cut, there appear to be three choices of 

comprehensive individuated taxes: an income tax, a prepaid consumption or wage tax, and a 

postpaid consumption or expenditure tax. But an ideal income tax is not now, never has 

been, and never will be a significant option for a comprehensive tax in the United States. 

The real choice for comprehensive individual taxes, today and tomorrow, is therefore 

between a wage and an expenditure tax. The actual United States tax system has been 

moving steadily towards the former, wage taxation. After we note the equivalence of wage 

and expenditure taxation under flat or constant tax rates, we draw attention to certain wrong 

turns in the intellectual history of tax that have led to a popular political conception that all 

consumption taxes must feature flat-rate structures. In fact, a progressive expenditure tax is 

an attractive option for comprehensive tax reform, in part because it sometimes does, and 

sometimes does not, fall on the yield to capital or savings as the source of present 

consumption, or private preclusive use. Against those who advocate some kind of 

“hybrid”—a mixed income/consumption taxation—as the path for reform, we note the 

ambiguities in the word, and explain why most common uses of the phrase “hybrid income-
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consumption tax” do not solve the central problem of progressive wage taxes. In contrast, a 

progressive expenditure tax is itself a hybrid, in a certain, normatively attractive, sense. 

Part IV considers the first base-rate pair, looking at the case for progressivity under a 

wage tax. We argue that this case suffers from economic and political-rhetoric weaknesses. 

More specifically, we maintain that, under everyday optimal tax theory, there will never be 

any significant increase in redistribution under a wage-based tax. We build this argument by first 

decomposing optimal income tax models into two component parts: tax or revenue-raising, 

that is, the shape of the marginal rate curve, and expenditures, or the demogrant structure. 

These are analytically distinct elements. In isolation, the rate structure tells a policymaker 

how best—in a specifically wealth-maximizing sense22—to raise a given amount of revenue. 

In the traditional optimal income tax models in the spirit of Mirrlees, this revenue need 

derives exclusively from the rebate mechanism: taxes and transfers are zero-sum, that is, the 

government does nothing except to take with one hand and give back with the other. In the 

real world, we—along with many others—argue that, for economic, political, institutional, 

and even psychological reasons, we will not have significant demogrants. But the 

government nonetheless has revenue needs, and there are good reasons to believe that 

public finance systems will tend towards efficiency—that is, that revenue-raising will look 

like optimal tax’s projection, even without optimal tax’s posited use of the revenues. The 

case for declining marginal tax rates on high labor income is compelling, both economically 

and politically-rhetorically, and people and democratic political systems have been persuaded 

by it. Given the world as we know it, any further movement towards a wage tax, as we have 

in fact witnessed over the last quarter century or so of comprehensive tax reform in the 

                                                 
22 Note on utility versus wealth; Posner, thanks to Alex Raskolnikov. 
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United States, is likely to continue to go hand in hand with a flat or even declining rate 

structure. For economic and (not unrelated) political-rhetorical reasons, sticking to a wage 

tax means sticking to limited rate structure progression: a flat wage tax is the rate-base pair 

toward which tax has been heading for decades in America.  

Part V turns to the other potential base-rate pair, looking at the case for a 

progressive expenditure tax. We argue that, because an expenditure tax does not fall directly 

on the activity of labor production, wages, but instead on spending, the application of 

“everyday optimal tax theory” changes appreciably. The case for declining marginal tax rates 

at the top end of the spectrum weakens, perhaps fatally. An expenditure tax, as a matter of 

tax-base design, opens up a “second margin” for individuals. Whereas there is only one such 

decision margin—to work for pay or not—under a wage tax, there are two decision margins, 

whether to work and whether to consume (or save, which is the same thing as deciding not 

to consume), under an expenditure tax. This means that increasing and high marginal tax 

rates on expenditure today need not necessarily deter productive work effort today, because 

the taxpayer-worker can avoid present period taxation by saving. The economics, politics, 

and rhetoric of tax rate progression under an expenditure tax are different than under a wage 

tax. In making these arguments, we note and extend an argument implicit in recent work by 

Peter Diamond, namely that charitable contribution deductions under an income tax can 

allow the marginal rate structure to be higher than it otherwise would be, because 

philanthropic individuals are not deterred by the high wage rates.23 We extend this insight to 

all savings, thereby in the process (necessarily) converting the income tax into a cash-flow, 

postpaid consumption or (all equivalently) expenditure tax. We then return to cash out a 

                                                 
23 Diamond 2006 JPE. 
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promise made earlier in the Article, by arguing that the pattern of marginal as well as average 

tax rates can matter to citizens and policy-makers concerned with fairness as well as 

efficiency in tax. We discuss how a better understanding of individual savings behavior—

something much needed in the technical and practical political literature—is central to the 

analysis. We include thoughts on the range of possible savings motivations, under both 

rational and “behavioral” models of the individual, and at least speculate on how these can 

affect thinking about rates under an expenditure tax.    

Part VI offers some brief conclusions, and thoughts for further research. We note 

how our analysis is tentative in many regards, and requires further study and analysis, 

especially of savings behavior. But we hope to have pointed the way and shown the 

motivation for tis further work, by untethering the two types of consumption taxes from 

each other and from the case for flat rates, facing realistic constraints, and showing how 

optimal tax analysis can inform public policy. 

 Finally, we analyze the more formal economics of “optimal consumption taxation” 

in a related work, some of which is included in a Technical Appendix to this Article. This 

work is technical, and difficult, and extremely unlikely to produce results that could coalesce 

in reform efforts any time soon: after all, it has been nearly eighty years since Frank Ramsey 

gave birth to the field of optimal tax theory, with his work on optimal commodity taxation, 

and nearly forty years since Mirrlees’ seminal work on optimal income taxation. These 

decades have not produced crisp and unchallenged models of the precise rate schedules, and 

given the highly rarefied nature of the modeling strategies endemic to the field, they are 

unlikely to yield highly specific answers, perhaps ever. In part, this is due to the pivotal role 

in the analysis played by the precise shapes of social welfare functions and individual utility 
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functions, making it difficult to rule out possible tax schedules as conforming to optimal 

configurations. As a result, only certain narrow yet strong prescriptions–avoiding being on 

the wrong side of the Laffer curve–emerge as general implications.24  Instead of detailed 

implications for the range of tax rates, optimal tax theory has instead generated a general 

framework for intellectual and public political thinking about rate schedules, and it is that 

general framework—“everyday optimal tax theory”—on which the analysis in this Article is 

based. Our central insight is that this general framework changes under an expenditure tax. 

In the Technical Appendix, however, we offer a fairly simple heuristic proof of how a top 

marginal rate of zero will not obtain under an annual expenditure tax, simply to illustrate 

how even the most technical analysis of tax rates changes with the choice of tax base. 

 

II. The Rate Part: Everyday Optimal Tax  

a. The Vocabulary of Tax Rates 

Tax rates form a function over the relevant range: income, wages, or expenditure, 

depending on the base. (To simplify, we use “income” as the base for this section discussing 

the vocabulary of tax rates.) These rates can be progressive, meaning increasing; flat or 

proportionate; or regressive, meaning decreasing—and, indeed, can be all three of these 

shapes over differing ranges of income. The simple hand-drawn Figure 1 illustrates: 

                                                 
24 See, for example, Werning (2007). 
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Figure 1: Progressive, Flat, Regressive and Mixed Rate Structures 
 

 The income tax in the United States (and most developed nations around the world) 

depends on a system of progressive marginal rates that work like a step function. Thus, and to 

simplify, for a family of four,25 there might be a “0 bracket” reaching up to $20,000; a 15% 

bracket extending from $20,000 to $60,000; and a 30% bracket over that., as presented in 

Table 1: 

Income Marginal Tax Rate 
$0 - $20,000 0% 

$20,000 - $60,000 15% 
Over $60,000 30% 

Table 1: Sample Marginal Rate Schedule 

                                                 
25 The U.S. income tax is not completely transparent in its “zero bracket,” which does not appear directly 
directly in IRC § 1, which generally sets out the marginal rate structure.  A family’s range of non taxable income 
depends on whether or not the family itemizes (as most families do not), the number of personal credits 
including dependents, and whether the family is subject to the alternative minimum tax (AMT).  For a family of 
four claiming the standard deduction,  the actual “zero bracket” in 2007 is xxxx. 
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This means that the family’s “first” $20,000 is not taxed, and their “next” $40,000—the 

income that takes them from $20,000 to $60,000, is taxed, on the margin, at 15%. It does not 

mean that all of the family’s income is taxed at 15%. So, for example, a family making 

$40,000 would pay $3,000 in taxes under this simplified rate structure: 0 on their first 

$20,000, plus 15% of $40,000 – $20,000. An interesting aside is that virtually all “flat rate” 

tax plans that have been proposed in the United States are in fact “two rate” plans, hence 

featuring progressive marginal rates: the plans typically have an exempt level or “zero 

bracket,” followed by a positive tax bracket, of somewhere between 15 to 30%.26 

Average or (equivalently) effective tax rates equal the total taxes paid by a taxpayer 

divided by his, her, or their income or other base. Using the same simplified example from 

Table 1, a family of four would face an average tax rate of 0 on their first $20,000 of income. 

At $30,000 of income, the family would pay $1,500 in taxes (15% of $30,000 – 20,000), for 

an average tax rate of 5% (1500/30,000); at $40,000, the family would pay $3000 in taxes, as 

calculated above, for an average tax of 7.5% (3000/40,000). 

Under a system of progressive marginal rates, average tax rates, after the initial zero 

bracket range, keep increasing, asymptotically approaching the highest marginal rate as the 

base goes out to infinity. That is, again in the simple example, the taxpayer family will 

eventually face an average tax rate of practically 30%, as their income goes towards infinity, 

so that the “benefit” of the initial 0 and 15% rate brackets becomes a trivial part of the 

whole. As long as the marginal tax rate is higher than the average, the average is increasing—

the higher marginal tax rate pulling it up. 

                                                 
26 McCaffery, Fair not Flat, at xxx. 
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While progressive marginal rates necessarily mean progressive average tax rates, the 

converse does not hold. Progressive average rates can come with a system of proportionate 

or even declining marginal tax rates, once again as long as the marginal rate exceeds the 

average.  This is perhaps easiest to understand once we put a common feature of optimal tax 

systems squarely on the table: the use of a lump sum rebate or “demogrant.” Suppose that 

we added onto the simple illustration using Table 1 a lump sum demogrant of $750 per 

person, $3000 for our family of four. If we made no other changes, we would now see 

negative tax rates: a family earning $10,000 would “pay” a negative $3000, because it would 

get the rebate without paying any tax, for an average rate of -30%.  The family earning 

$40,000 would net out at 0. And so on. Table 2 summarizes, adding in a $100,000 

household: 

Family 
Income 

Tax Demogrant Tax – 
Demogant 

Average 
Tax 

Marginal 
Rate 

Bracket 
$10,000 0 3,000 -3,000 -30% 0 
$40,000 3,000 3,000 0 0 15% 
$100,000 18,000 3,000 15,000 15% 30% 

 
Table 2: Average and Marginal Tax Rates with Demogrant 

  

Suppose finally that we changed the rate structure, from Table 1, to be a “flat” 20%, 

but kept the lump sum demogrant of Table 2 in place.  The family at $10,000 would net out 

at -1,000, a -10% average tax rate; at 40,000, the family would pay a positive 5,000, for a 

12.5% average tax rate; by $100,000, the family would pay $17,000, on net, for a 17% 

average. Table 3 summarizes: 
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Family 
Income 

Tax Demogrant Tax – 
Demogant 

Average 
Tax 

Marginal 
Rate 

Bracket 
$10,000 2,000 3,000 -1,000 -10% 20% 
$40,000 8,000 3,000 5,000 12.5% 20% 
$100,000 20,000 3,000 17,000 17% 20% 

 
Table 3: Average and Marginal Tax Rates with Demogrant and “Flat” Tax 
 

Note that, under the tax system represented in Table 3, there are progressive average tax 

rates without progressive marginal rates: Indeed, the average rate for each family in Table 3 

has gone up, compared with Table 2, although this would not continue to be true for 

wealthier families (the asymptote is now 20%, after all, not 30%). The insight that 

progressive marginal rates are not needed to obtain progressivity in average tax burdens is 

especially important to optimal tax, because a core finding of almost all models is declining 

marginal tax rates, as we consider below. 

Most policy discussions of tax in a welfare economics tradition simply define 

progressivity as referring to average or effective tax rates.27 This follows simply enough if 

one is looking at a snapshot of distributive outcomes; measuring income (or wages or 

expenditure) pre and post-tax. In the fullest and most complete statement of the optimal tax 

analysis, as Louis Kaplow has forcefully pointed out, all government tax and transfer 

programs would be netted out, just as demogrants and marginal tax rates are in the classic 

Mirrlees formulation.28 In the standard welfarist conception, marginal tax rates matter only 

for their incentive effects at the individual level---for their effects on efficiency---such that, 

in a very crude nutshell, the project for optimal tax, at least assuming a redistributive social 

                                                 
27 Slemrod and Bakija, Bankman and Griffith, Murphy and Nagel, Kaplow, but cf. Zelenak and Moreland. 
28 Kaplow 2006. 
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welfare function, is to generate progressive average tax (net tax and transfer) rates while 

minimizing the marginal disincentives to work, especially among the most able.  

As we shall argue more fully below, however, our explorations have led us to see that 

marginal rates can matter, both to conceptions of fairness and to efficiency, once we 

consider changing the tax base along with considering the rate structure. The basic insight is 

simple: because optimal income tax has developed considering an income or wage tax, 

marginal rates affect the decision to work or not, and thus the disincentives generated by 

high rates lead to a socially inefficient substitution of leisure for labor. But if the base is 

allowed to vary, to include exclusions for charitable contributions, as suggested by Peter 

Diamond,29 or savings, as is our principal theme here, high marginal tax rates can push 

people to give to charity or to save, as well as or in lieu of adding leisure, and these activities-

--savings and philanthropy---have very different equity and efficiency characteristics than 

does leisure. Society might have reasonable collective judgment or preferences over the 

behavior of its citizens, especially its most able, and marginal tax rates affect such behavior. 

Note that this is a very different argument than that made by Lawrence Zelenak and Kemper 

Moreland, who argue that marginal tax rates are relevant because they are related to average 

tax rates, and, in fact, are needed to achieve any form of progressivity once demogrants are 

ruled out: these are still arguments about average tax rates, after all, given a political 

constraint (no demogrants).30 While we agree that demogrants are indeed unlikely to obtain, 

                                                 
29 Diamond 2006 JPE. 
30 Lawrence Zelenak and Kemper Moreland, Can the Graduated Income Tax Survive Optimal Tax Analysis?, 53 TAX 
L. REV. 51 (1999). Zelenak and Moreland do a nice job of setting out the centrality of average tax rate in other 
analysis, particular Bankman and Griffith’s, supra note ---.  They then list as the first reason why marginal rates 
might still matter as the political unfeasibility of demogrants. We discuss this argument below, in the context of 
Murphy and Nagel’s similar argument. Zelenak and Moreland’s other reasons why progressive marginal rates 
might matter are that envy might figure into the social welfare function; taxation might serve as insurance 
against wage uncertainty; high income taxpayers might be more inelastic than generally assumed (a qualification 
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and analyze the relevance of this social fact below,31 we also point out, in contrast to Zelenak 

and Moreland, that society might reasonably have concern about the behaviors of the richest 

or most able. This is, indeed, a feature of optimal tax models: the declining tax rates on the 

upper income can be justified on the Paretian principle that it is better for the most able to 

work than not to work, as we explore further below. But then these low marginal rates under 

a wage or income tax—reaching zero in many models for the most able32— mean that 

society must sit by and watch as its most highly compensated citizens, at the margin, get 

richer while paying little or no additional taxes, and are free to consume away what they earn. 

We believe that the pattern of marginal incentives facing the most able, as well as their 

average net burdens, might indeed matter to conceptions of equity as well as to those of 

efficiency. Another way to put this point I to fold it into the “equality of what” debate 

typically waged by philosophers.33 Because an income or wage tax aims to relatively equalize 

inputs, it faces a tradeoff between wanting the most able to work, to reap the benefits of 

their production, and not wanting them to keep too high a percentage of their earnings for 

themselves. Because an expenditure tax, in contrast, aims for relative equality in 

consumption, it can consistently deter high-end consumption---as long as this does not 

overly fold back into  deterring of ex ante production.  And so we are left at the end with the 

question of why people save, which is, analytically, the same question as why people do not 

consume all of their inputs.  

                                                                                                                                                 
noted by Mirrlees in 1971); the distribution of abilities in society differs from the usual assumptions (there is a 
“thick” upper tail); or there are “winner take all” markets.  These qualifications typically fit the standard 
models, and are indeed often made in the literature; they also all come in the context of an income or wage tax. 
Our argument, in contrast, is that society might have reasonable concerns over the patterns of behavior of its 
richest citizens, especially a pattern of unchecked, high-end consumption. We deliver these arguments infra.  
31 See infra Section II.D. 
32 Indeed, the Nobel laureate Joseph Stiglitz even has an optimal tax model wherein marginal tax rates on the 
most able are negative. 
33 See e.g., Dworkin, Sen, Rakowski, Ripstein. 
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The point for now is that the idea that marginal as well as average rates should 

increase is a point that many citizens seem to have incorporated into their ordinary moral 

intuitions, but which can get lost in the standard optimal tax analysis. We aim to restore it, by 

varying the tax base. But first we set out in some more detail the basic principles of optimal 

tax. 

  

b. A Short Introduction to Optimal Tax Theory 

James Mirrlees, beginning with a seminal paper in 1971, famously led the 

development of a theory of optimal income taxation, building on the much earlier optimal 

commodity tax work of Frank Ramsey.34 Ramsey demonstrated that an optimally efficient 

government should set differential commodity tax rates based on the demand for different 

goods, generally leading to the “inverse elasticity rule” whereby inelastically demanded goods 

should be most highly taxed. Mirrlees situated the optimal tax problem in a welfare and 

information economics setting, analyzing the properties of income taxes designed to 

redistribute income in the most efficient possible manner, given the information limits facing 

governments. 

More specifically, Mirrlees modeled a tax on income in a one-period setting. Because 

there is only a single period---no time---there is no savings. All income comes from wages 

and is consumed in the single period. Taxes generate revenue for the government that, in the 

model, are simply turned back over to the people via the lump sum demogrants; note that if 

the demogrants were not simply lump sum, but some function of wages, then they would 

automatically collapse into the marginal tax rates---lump sums have no marginal effects. 

                                                 
34 See also Diamond and Mirrlees 1971, Bankman and Griffith 1987, Auerbach and Hines 2002. 
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Given a social welfare function with declining marginal utility of money income, a Mirrlees 

style model can lead to large redistribution, in the spirit of the second welfare theorem---in a 

certain limiting case, where taxes have no distorting effects, the government would tax all 

wages and return demogrants to all to equalize after tax wealth. But of course taxes do 

distort, and therein lies the rub. The specific problem facing the government in the Mirrlees 

model is an information one: individuals know their abilities, which, in the model, mean their 

ability to cash their native talents out into wages, but the government cannot observe this 

information. In the face of high marginal tax rates, taxpayers, as the agents to the 

government’s principal, might “shirk,” substituting leisure for labor and appearing to be, in 

the government’s eyes, of lesser ability than they in fact are: recall that “ability” means ability 

to generate wage income. This formulation is analogous to the perhaps more familiar 

language of “substitution effects”: Tax rates distort the allocation of resources, which ought, 

under the first welfare theorem, be set efficiently by the price system, causing taxpayers to 

substitute untaxed leisure for taxed labor.  

The major implications of the Mirrlees model and its considerable progeny35 are that, 

given a redistributive social welfare function and with certain restrictions on technology, 

skills, and individual utility functions, the marginal tax rate on labor earnings should (1) 

never be negative, (2) attain its peak in the middle of the income range and be declining at 

the upper ranges of income for workers with high wage-earning ability, and (3) reach zero on 

the last dollar earned by the highest ability wage-earner (though Mirrlees himself did not 

have this top rate of zero).36 While there is great disagreement about the precise contours, 

                                                 
35 See for example: 
36 Public finance texts; Kaplow 2006, Mirrlees, Mirrlees and Diamond, Bankman and Griffith, Zelenak and 
Moreland. 
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there is little argument that marginal tax rates end up declining over the upper income (or 

ability) range. Matti Tuomala, a prominent proponent of the optimal tax tradition, has put it 

simply that “one of the main conclusions to be drawn from the Mirrleesian optimal non-

linear income tax model is that it is difficult (if at all possible) to find a convincing argument 

for a progressive marginal rate structure throughout.”37 Mirrlees included simulations in his 

seminal 1971 paper, that featured peak (that is, highest tax rates, typically on the lower-

middle income class) and highest end (that is, tax rates for the most able or highest income) 

marginal tax rates of 26 and 16; 20 and 15; 28 and 19; 34 and 20; 39 and 21; and 60 and 49.38  

These peak-highest end rate pairs show not only the considerable range of possible 

outcomes under an optimal tax analysis (depending on the social welfare and individual 

utility functions used), but also the general pattern of peaking then falling. Later analysis 

pushed the case out to finding a zero rate on the most able---even, in the case of one model 

advanced by the Nobel laureate Joseph Stiglitz, a negative rate---for the highest earner/most 

able citizen.39 In all optimal tax models, progressivity in average tax rates is achieved by means 

of cash or in-kind transfers—which we will again refer to as “demogrants”—combined with 

the pattern of often increasing (over low to middle income ranges), but intermittently 

declining (especially over upper income ranges), marginal rates.   

The intuitions behind the complex mathematics of Mirrlees-type models are simple 

enough to state. The pattern of optimal tax rates reflects the tradeoff between the distorting 

effects of taxes on labor supply decisions, on the one hand, and the benefits of producing 

and then redistributing income via the tax system, on the other. While higher marginal tax 

                                                 
37 MATTI TUOMALA, OPTIMAL INCOME TAX AND REDISTRIBUTION (1990), at 14.  See also Kaplow 2006, 
Auerbach and Hines 2002. 
38 Mirrlees 1971. 
39 Stiglitz, etc. 
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rates at low income levels have the undesirable feature of discouraging work effort by low 

ability taxpayers---one feature of many of the models is that some citizens will rationally 

chose not to work40---they also offer the prospect of raising significant tax revenue from all 

taxpayers, including the high income or ability ones, for whom the higher rates are infra-

marginal. The government can then redistribute the resulting tax revenues to all citizens, 

including the poor, via demogrants. High marginal tax rates at upper incomes and abilities, in 

contrast, while they also distort labor supply, here of high income/ability taxpayers, raise 

only modest amounts of revenue, because they apply only to a small fraction of the labor 

force. Unless the labor supply of the rich is unusually unresponsive to taxes, that is, inelastic-

–and the opposite is more likely to be the case–-tax rates applying to upper income levels 

attempt to tax what is a very elastic as well as small base. Hence optimal taxation entails 

declining marginal tax rates over the upper ranges of the income distribution, as noted 

above, and as seen in Mirrlees’s own simulations and the quotation from Tuomala. In the 

limiting case, it is better—for all, under the standard Paretian condition—for a worker to 

work than not to work simply for tax reasons. Hence the zero tax rate on the last dollar 

earned by the otherwise fully-deterred highest potential wage earner. Another way to express 

the same concept is that there is nothing for society to gain by imposing a positive marginal 

tax rate on the most able worker, and thereby distorting his or her labor supply, since such 

taxes yield no greater revenue than lesser distorting alternatives. 

Several important qualifications must be made at the outset. Optimal tax models are 

highly sensitive to changes in key assumptions and parameters, as the simulations from 

Mirrlees’s initial article itself suggest. The most important variable in a public policy setting is 

                                                 
40 Mirrlees 1971, Kaplow 2206. 
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labor supply elasticity. This is typically found to be low for men, at least, suggesting that tax 

rates can be higher than some models would otherwise suggest.41 (This raises puzzling 

questions about why we do not have better mechanisms to lower the taxable burden on 

women, especially married women, who typically register higher labor supply elasticities, but 

we leave that puzzle for another day.42) In the face of this empirical observation, the 

literature has generally shifted from the elasticity of labor income, per se, to the elasticity of 

taxable income.43 Here, scholars have generally found more dramatic effects, suggesting that, 

while people may continue to work in the face of high tax rates, they devote more time and 

effort to shielding their income from tax. This can, of course, be a “bad” thing, if the shifts 

are to illegal non-compliance, or to socially distorting decisions, such as the substitution of 

untaxed capital income for taxable ordinary wages.44 But the shift can also be a “good” thing, 

if the reason for the diminished labor effect of high marginal tax rates is that taxpayers are 

responding to socially beneficial incentives in the tax law—such as charitable contributions, 

as suggested by Peter Diamond,45 or a generalized savings incentive, as we shall continue to 

develop as our central insight in this Article. 

                                                 
41 Slemrod, Triest, etc. One interesting quirk of the literature, which we do not consider in the text, is that most 
of the studies of labor supply elasticities look at “uncompensated” elasticities: that is, how the variable, labor 
supply, responds to a change in the price, taxes affecting the after-tax wages that are the real price of work. In 
standard welfare economics, however, economists look to compensated elasticities. The difference arises 
because any tax has two effects. One, the substitution effect, alluded to above in the text, arises because the tax 
affects the price, and thus leads to a substitution away from higher priced goods or activities. But taxes also 
take money away from taxpayers, leading to the second effect, the income one. Because individuals need 
income, they might work more in the face of a tax. A “compensated” elasticity corrects for the income effect, 
to look at the distortion caused by the substitution effect alone. An uncompensated elasticity, in contrast, looks 
at the real behavior, the amalgam of income and substitution effects. This can often be low, because the two 
effects roughly cancel each other out, although there can be a high utility loss from the tax. Interestingly, 
although a string case can be made that economists “should” look to compensated elasticities, the government, 
simply as an institution concerned with real revenues, would typically look to uncompensated ones. Hence this 
may, in fact, be the more relevant variable for “everyday optimal tax” theory.  
42 Taxing Women, etc. 
43 Feldstein, Slemrod, Murphy and Nagel. 
44 Notes, Rich Dad/Poor Dad, etc. 
45 Diamond 2006. 
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More particularly, as noted above, many have debated how general the Mirrlees 

results are, and what the precise details should be—where, exactly, the marginal rate should 

begin to decline and where (if at all) it should reach zero. For example, Peter Diamond in a 

1998 article reports that the top marginal rate does not reach zero in his model with an 

unbounded distribution of individual types.46 Later scholars have argued that Diamond’s 

result is attributable not to the unbounded distribution of individual types but instead to the 

very particular form of the utility function that Diamond (and some subsequent authors) 

adopted for modeling convenience, sticking to the top zero.47 The Nobel Laureate Joseph 

Stiglitz even showed in a 1982 article that the top income tax rate can be negative in a setting 

in which labor of different types is not perfectly substitutable.48 There are yet other 

generalizations of the basic Mirrlees result, in a flourishing optimum income tax literature.49  

The optimal tax analysis in its classic incarnation also depends crucially on 

demogrants. As we discuss below, we share the skepticism of many scholars and experts 

who believe that demogrants are unlikely to happen, on any scale---and certainly on the scale 

countenanced by the optimal tax models---any time soon, or perhaps ever. We nonetheless 

draw significantly different analytic conclusions from this apparent fact. 

It is also worth noting that there is certain angst even within the optimal tax 

literature that important variables might be missing. Thus Mirrlees, at the conclusion of his 

1971 article, cited in his Nobel Prize award, reflects that he would “hesitate to apply the 

conclusions regarding individuals of high skill,” because he surmises that, “apart from the 

                                                 
46 Peter Diamond, Optimal Taxation: An Example with a U-Shaped Pattern of Optimal Marginal Tax Rates, 88 AM. 
ECON. REV. 83 (1998) 
47 Dahan and Strawczynski 2000. 
48 Stiglitz 1982. 
49 See Auerbach and Hines 2002 for a partial survey. 
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possibilities of migration,” the highly able find that “their work is, up to a point, quite 

attractive,” and are thus inelastic.50 But this is surmise on Mirrlees’ part, and nnote the 

qualifications for “up to a point” and the “possibilities of migration”---and Mirrlees was 

clearly not thinking at the level of detail of substituting nontaxable for taxable income.51 

Mirrlees also concludes that “[t]he income tax is a much less effective tool for reducing 

inequalities than has often been thought” and ends his article by noting the “great desirability 

of finding some effective method of offsetting the unmerited favours that some of us 

receive from our genes and family advantages.”52 

Finally, as we have anticipated above and develop more fully below, it bears stressing 

that the optimal income tax has been developed in the context of an income tax base, which 

is, indeed, a wage base in Mirrlees’s precise formulation, because there is no time and hence 

no savings. Our most general insight is that the project of choosing optimal tax rates must 

be connected to the project of choosing a tax base. Under a wage tax, the sole decision 

margin facing a taxpayer is whether to work or not, and this, simply put, handcuffs the 

redistributive project. Indeed, as scholars have moved to enrich the Mirrlees analysis by 

moving to models with time, and hence adding the possibility of savings into the model, the 

choice of base has haunted and limited the analysis. Thus, for example, early analysis 

suggested that the rate of taxation on capital or savings under an optimal income tax should 

be zero, to avoid adding distortions to the savings-consumption decision, in the spirit of 

John Stuart Mill’s criticism of the income tax as a “double tax” on savings, which we note 

                                                 
50 Mirrlees, supra, at 207-08. 
51 Slemrod and Kupczuk. 
52 Mirrlees, supra, at 208. 
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below.53 But a recent movement towards “dynamic optimal tax” models, using state-of-the-

art mathematical economics tools, has reached precisely the opposite finding. These models 

often show that the optimal income tax approach to capital or savings is to confiscate it, 

because taxpayers with access to financial capital are better able to cease working; taking 

their savings away drives up their labor supply inelasticity.54 This is a neat and interesting 

finding---but also one that suggests, to those of us with at least one eye towards the real 

world where we live, that it might be time to think of a different base than wages or income.     

Despite its highly abstract quality and nearly four decades of qualifications, 

questions, and refinements, however, Mirrlees and his followers in the optimal income tax 

tradition have had a strong influence in contemporary tax systems, such as that presently 

obtaining in the United States. Perhaps as important, and possibly related, the political 

argument against high marginal tax rates on high earners has had enormous political traction, 

at least since the presidency of Ronald Reagan in the 1980s.55 The economics as mediated 

through political and popular processes has led to what we call “everyday optimal tax 

theory,” borrowing and adjusting from Murphy and Nagel’s term of “everyday 

libertarianism.” We turn to these points, and the real world, next.  

 

 

 

                                                 
53 See infra section III.a, Mill 1848, discussed in McCaffery, A New Understanding, supra. For the classic 
statements of the ideal non taxation of capital under optimal tax models, see Christophe Chamley, Optimal 
Taxation of Capital in General Equilibrium, 54 ECONOMETRICA 607 (1986); Kenneth L. Judd, Redistributive Taxation 
in a Perfect Foresight Model, 28 J. PUB. ECON. 59 (1985). 
54 See, e.g., Mikhail Golosov, Aleh Tsyvinski and Ivan Werning, New Dynamic Public Finance: A User’s Guide, draft 
on file with authors (dated March, 2006). 
55 See generally Steurle 2005, Slemrod and Bakija 2006, Feldstein 2006. 
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c. The World as We Know It, Take 1: The Shape of Tax Rates 

As others have noted,56 much like the general policy prescriptions of optimal tax, the 

American tax system features marginal tax rates that peak in the middle income ranges and 

then gradually decline, once the effect of payroll taxes and more particular features such as 

the phase-outs of items of deduction and exclusion are aggregated onto the income tax. See 

Figure 2, which was prepared by the Congressional Budget Office:   

 

Figure 2: Marginal Rates Facing Married Couple with Two Children, 2005 
 

                                                 
56 See e.g., JOSEPH E. STIGLITZ, ECONOMICS OF THE PUBLIC SECTOR, 3RD EDITION (2000) at 562; Kaplow 
2006, supra. 
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The Figure shows that marginal tax rates peak, at nearly 50%, over the $20,000-$40,000 

range of incomes, far below the median income for a family of four in the United States. 

Marginal rates then fall, to approximately 30%, by the end of the income range depicted: a 

peak and highest-end rate structure not unlike Mirrlees’ 1971 simulations, considered above.  

A fuller, richer understanding of the status quo, however, suggests that the true 

picture is even closer to a Mirrlees-type rate structure, and more dramatic in its peak and 

trough structure, than Figure 2 alone reveals. Consider three further factors in the status 

quo, affecting, respectively, the low, the middle, and the upper income or ability ranges.   

One, in addition to the earned income tax credit (EITC) of Internal Revenue Code 

(IRC) Section 32, the effect of which is shown in Figure 2 (specifically, in the initial -40% tax 

rate bracket under the federal income tax), there are other means-tested programs that serve 

to reduce the effective---and, as these programs are typically means-tested, that is, tied to 

income, also the marginal---tax rates on the working poor.57  

Two, in addition to the phase-out range of the EITC, once again reflected in the 

Figure (and a major reason for the “bubble” at the $20,000-$40,000 interval), there are a host 

of other phase-outs of means-tested programs facing the working lower-middle income 

class. Daniel Shaviro showed in a paper published in 1999 that marginal tax rates facing 

some working poor can equal or exceed 100 percent, an astonishing if unintended feature of 

overlapping programs, but one that has been well verified (and left largely unchanged) since 

then.58  

                                                 
57 Kaplow 2006. 
58 Daniel N. Shaviro, Effective Marginal Tax Rates on Low-Income Households, EMPLOYMENT POLICIES INSTITUTE 
PAPER, February, 1999; see also Stephen D. Holt and Jennifer L. Romlich, Marginal Tax Rates Facing Low- and 
Moderate-Income Workers Who Participate in Means-Tested Transfer Programs, 60 NAT. TAX J. 253 (2007); Kaplow, 
2006, supra. 
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Three, note that Figure 1 stops at $100,000, after the payroll tax has dropped its 

social security feature, but far below the top income earners in the United States today. 

While marginal income tax rates continue to rise under the income tax after the $100,000 

level, reaching a peak of 35% as we write for a family with taxable income of approximately 

$350,000 (though many of these families will be subject to the alternative minimum tax’s 

(AMT) rate of 28%),59 other facts cut in an opposite direction. At high levels of income, the 

actual marginal taxes individuals face depend critically on sources of income and avoidance 

possibilities: the gap between “income” and “taxable” income generally grows with income.60 

Many wealthy taxpayers in fact face marginal rates of 15% or even 0% on the last dollars that 

they earn, because they are able to gain wealth in the form of taxable capital gains or untaxed 

capital appreciation, respectively---a satisfying state of affairs to those steeped in the Mirrlees 

model.  

Thus we conclude that the “real world” in the United States today looks roughly like 

a Mirrlees optimal income tax in its rate structure, a point that others have noted as well. Note 

that we shall consider the expenditure component of optimal tax theory---the case of 

                                                 
59 Figure 3, below, shows the income tax rates in effect for 2007.  Note that this does not include a “zero 
bracket,” the precise calculation of which depends on whether or not the taxpaying household itemizes or not, 
how many personal dependents they have, and so on. The Table also does not include the AMT, which has a 
large exempt level followed by two brackets, of 25 and 28%.  
  
Income Tax Rate Table for 2007: 
  

 

 Single Married - Joint Head of Household Married - Separate 
10% 0 - 7,825 0 - 15,650 0 - 11,200 0 - 7,825 
15% 7,825 - 31,850 15,650 - 63,700 11,200 - 42,650 7,825 - 31,850 
25% 31,850 - 77,100 63,700 - 128,500 42,650 - 110,100 31,850 - 64,250 
28% 77,100 - 160,850 128,500 - 195,850 110,100 - 178,350 64,250 - 97,925 
33% 160,850 - 349,700 195,850 - 349,700 178,350 - 349,700 97,925 - 174,850 
35% 349,7000 and Up 349,700 and Up 349,700 and Up 174,850 and Up   

Figure 3: Marginal Income Tax Rate Brackets, 2007 
60 Slemrod and Kupczuk. 
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demogrants---in the next subsection, although we shall soon explain the analytic separability 

of optimal tax’s revenue-raising and expenditure aspects. The implementation is not precise, 

at least in part because there are no generally accepted precise findings from the optimal tax 

literature to date. Some of the imprecision also no doubt derives from pragmatic and 

practical constraints, as we alluded to above, and which can in fact be found throughout the 

optimal tax tradition, from Mirrlees on down: for example, and perhaps most important, 

there is a single rate structure that applies to all individuals, without excessive 

particularization. (The only way to “particularize” taxes today is through the base, where 

taxpayers indeed often face decision margins---whether to give to charity, save, spend on 

medical needs, and so on. This continues to be our principal theme in this Article, nanmely, 

the need to consider the base and rate aspects of tax systems hand-in-hand.) Individuals do 

not face particular rate structures. Nor does the government attempt to tax I.Q., or look to 

genetic “markers” to individuate taxes. Taxes are collected on an annual basis, and so on. 

Other features of the real rate structure seem to reflect pragmatic and political compromises, 

what we call “political-rhetorical” concerns. For example, a perceived popular political desire 

not to allow high-income taxpayers to pay nominally zero taxes led to the adoption of the 

AMT,61 although Congress has never changed any of the structural elements of the income 

tax that allow those living off of stores of financial capital to pay little or no taxes.62 Yet 

when all is said and done, what is remarkable is how much the real-world looks like at least 

the “distilled frenzy from some academic scribbler of a few years back,” and not how much 

it differs. 

The next obvious question is, Why? 

                                                 
61 Graetz. 
62 McCaffery, A New Understanding, supra. 
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Ruling out mere coincidence, which is always possible, of course, we posit two 

(possibly connected) answers. 

One, the rhetoric of optimal tax might be persuasive in the public political sphere, or 

might have served to coalesce political economic forces that could bring about the rate 

structure revolution of the Reagan presidency, wholly apart from any academic, economics 

merits. Certainly Martin Feldstein has been influential in promoting the ideas of low 

marginal tax rates on upper income individuals in the public as well as the academic 

discourse. It seems as if some scholars, including Joseph Stiglitz, Liam Murphy and Thomas 

Nagel, and Marjorie Kornhauser believe that this rhetoric alone might have duped the 

American people, or otherwise affected the political process. It is interesting in this context 

that proposals to raise marginal tax rates since the Tax Reform Act of 1986 have been 

comparatively modest. Even under the Democratic president Bill Clinton, the marginal tax 

rates on the highest incomes never exceeded 40%; they reached 39.6%, making 40% look 

like kind of glass ceiling, not to be exceeded. Recent proposals, such as from the Democratic 

Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, Charles Rangel, to “restore” 

progressivity in tax similarly come up short of a highest end rate above 40%. As we write, 

the heir apparent to the Democratic presidential nomination, Hillary Clinton, is on record as 

being opposed to lifting the “cap” on social security or payroll tax payments, presently set at 

$97,000. Strikingly, no enactment or proposal has come even close to changing the general 

shape of the marginal rate structure in the U.S. today, as we described it above: None of the 

proposals, for example, would lower the peak rates, or make these peak rates apply to 

anyone other than the lower middle income classes affected by phase-outs of means-tested 
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benefits programs, as we discuss in the next section.63 The most “liberal” proposals would 

seem simply to be choosing one of the more liberal options outlined by Mirrlees himself, in 

1971---recall that his most redistributive peak-highest-end pair was 60-49%. In sum, the 

debate over marginal rates in America today looks like one among advocates of optimal tax, 

with proponents of the lower-end stimulations having the upper political hand.             

Two, the optimal tax analysis of the rate structure might be right, or compelling in an 

academic and economics sense. Here we begin to mark a significant departure from the 

normative literature attempting to apply the findings of optimal tax to the public political 

sphere.64  It is typical to conclude that the optimal tax findings are all of a piece, such that it 

is somehow illegitimate or inappropriate to take arguments for and analysis of the rate 

structure and divorce these from the case for demogrants. Murphy and Nagel, 

characteristically, state this case in the strongest and most colorful language: 

 

But there is one very important point to make about 

economists’ lessons on the distinction between ends and 

means. If we are told that lower marginal rates coupled with a 

demogrant would be better even from the point of view of a 

strongly egalitarian theory of justice than graduated rates with 

a high marginal rate at the top, that gives us absolutely no 

reason to abandon high marginal rates without introducing a 

demogrant. This is blindingly obvious. But in practice the 

point is frequently ignored. It is frequently claimed, for 

                                                 
63 See also Kaplow 2006. 
64 E.g., Murphy and Nagel, Zelenak and Moreland, Bankman and Griffith. 
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example by Joseph Stiglitz, that the conclusions of optimal 

tax theory were an influence on the trend to much lower 

marginal tax rates in the 1980s. This trend has been linked 

not with a greater role for tax transfers, but rather the reverse. 

No one concerned with welfare, not even utilitarians, can 

regard the growing inequality that has characterized the last 

two decades in the United States as an improvement from the 

point of view of justice. It is possible that, in its short-run 

practical consequences, economists’ interest in the behavioral 

effects of taxation has done more harm than good to the 

cause of social justice.65 

 

Now this may be “blindingly obvious” to Murphy and Nagel, but we humbly submit that we 

fail to see it. The critical point is that the revenue raising and expenditure aspects of optimal 

tax theory are analytically separate. They may be, and are, in the hands of the optimal tax 

theorists themselves, normatively connected. That is, there is or can be a reason to make the 

move Murphy and Nagel suggest, and argue for high marginal tax rates if demogrants are off 

the table, so to speak. But there is no necessary reason why the government or wider society 

must accept the social welfare function used by the theorist, or even the general social 

welfarist framework. Yet, having a revenue need, derived from whatever source, the optimal 

tax framework teaches a policymaker how to most efficiently meet it. There is, indeed, a 

reason---a compelling one---why policymakers should choose a pattern of declining marginal 

                                                 
65 MURPHY AND NAGEL, supra, at 138-39. 
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tax rates under a wage tax, even without demogrants. That reason is efficiency. Optimal tax’s 

insight that a “high marginal rate at the top” can be socially inefficient—wasteful---has 

nothing to do with the use of demogrants or not.    

Thus the second means by which the academic scribbles of optimal tax theory might 

become part of everyday optimal tax theory is simply that efficiency matters, and that public 

finance systems might tend towards it. This is, after all, the general premise of the law and 

economics tradition in its historicist, positive garb: an argument that the common law, made 

by judges and mediated by lawyers, gravitates towards efficiency.66 Why should not a 

popularly elected government also at least tend towards efficiency? It makes a certain 

plausible sense that governments should attempt to raise revenue in the minimally distorting 

way, both in the real space of money and the psychic space of utility. Certainly others, such 

as Gary Becker in his theory of special interest groups and the government,67 and Charles 

Tilly, in his macro-level arguments about state building, “extraction,” and war making,68 have 

suggested just this. A full argument for why and how American tax policy might move 

towards efficiency, even without a generally accepted social welfare function or the particular 

means of demogrants, is beyond our scope in this Article. But certainly the fact that the rate 

structure indeed looks roughly like what economists teach us is some considerable evidence 

for the proposition. 

Finally, the second point, namely that efficiency gives a reason why the marginal rate 

structure of optimal tax theory might be adopted, independent of the demogrant or 

expenditure aspect of the theory, is connected to the first, and makes it more plausible. 

                                                 
66 Posner, Horwitz, etc. 
67 Becker, JPE. 
68 Charles Tilly. 
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Many scholars advancing the first argument seem to presume that the “rhetoric” of low and 

declining marginal tax rates on the upper income might somehow to have tricked or 

deceived the public into supporting, or at least acquiescing in, the movement towards 

optimal tax rate structures. But this just sets up a deeper question: Why might the rhetoric of 

optimal tax be persuasive?  For observers resting on the rhetoric answer alone, a further 

question arises: why might people and political processes accept the rate arguments but not 

the expenditure ones? The objective rightness of the theory gives one possible answer, and 

we suggest it is the most plausible one---certainly it is one that makes sense out of popular 

attitudes, and treats them with respect. 

Consider, to drive intuitions home, the social logic at least implicit in Murphy and 

Nagel’s case for supporting high progressive marginal rates under a wage tax, in a world 

without demogrants. In order for this position to be coherent, people must accept the 

welfarist, utilitarian or other argument for the degree of redistribution manifest in the 

optimal tax models: they want to redistribute. But then they reject the demogrants, or the 

best means for achieving these ends, by stipulation. Next they would have to support some 

inefficiency, or waste---perhaps some considerable waste, if the top marginal rate is high 

enough----in order to get more redistribution without the demogrants.69 In sum, under the 

structure of this logic, people, committed to a significant level of redistribution or “equity,” 

are willing to pay a high price, in inefficiency, not simply to get more “equity,” but to get it 

without using the best means to do so, namely, demogrants. This is possible---there is no disputing 

                                                 
69 We note that Zelenak and Moreland, supra, give other reasons for supporting high marginal tax rates without 
demogrants. But, aside from their main argument, that, without demogrants, high progressive marginal rates are 
the only means for achieving progressive average rates as well---the argument that is “blindingly obvious” to 
Murphy and Nagel---Zelenak and Moreland’s other arguments have nothing, logically, to do with the absence 
of demogrants, and thus are refinements that can be made in the traditional optimal tax literature. Thus, e.g., if 
the high ability are inelastic, marginal rates can be high “at the top” even with demogrants. The fact that 
optimal tax models can but typically do not make these other assumptions is relevant.  
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tastes, as the saying goes---but certainly a bit odd. In a move familiar from the work of Louis 

Kaplow and Steven Shavell, a pareto superior improvement---of potentially large magnitude-

--would be possible, because the more efficient means of achieving the same ends could 

bring vast wealth to the table.70 

Here is a better, more respectful interpretation of the status quo, linking the two 

reasons why there might be an everyday optimal tax connected to but not precisely identical 

to formal optimal tax theory. Society does not quite agree on any one social welfare function. 

We collectively choose government programs, many of which are indeed redistributive, 

though redistributive in kind: education, national defense, environmental regulation, social 

security, medicare, public health, and so on. Having chosen these expenditure programs with 

at least an eye towards equity or redistribution, we seek to raise revenues in the most 

efficient way. We experiment with high marginal tax rates, which might actually work better 

during war times (when we first impose them) but, over time, we come to learn that such 

high tax rates distort labor supply decisions, and lead to vast complexities and waste. We fret 

that people might stop working, migrate to other places, spend time and resources 

converting their potentially taxable income into untaxed, or lightly taxed, forms. In doing all 

this, “we” listen to and learn from the teaching of formal economists, even if we reject some 

of their more precise findings---“we” do not want a top nominal tax rate of zero; we do not 

generally want to create incentives for people not to work; we do not want a massive tax and 

transfer program in a lump sum demogrant fashion engrafted onto what we are already 

spending money on. But we do not want pure, spiteful, waste, either—we do not want our 

most able and productive citizens sitting idly on the beach. So we adopt a modified form of 

                                                 
70 Kaplow and Shavell, Fairness versus welfare, etc. 
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optimal taxation, particularly its general rate structure. We develop, that is, an everyday 

optimal tax.  

 

d. The World as We Know It, Take 2: Taking Demogrants off the Table 

We have already anticipated, as others have pointed out, the idea that the United 

States is highly unlikely ever to offer demogrants on anything like the scale contemplated by 

the standard optimal income tax model.71 Certainly only very modest government support is 

currently available to Americans without other sources of support. On a very quick 

impression, the EITC might look like a demogrant. But on closer inspection, it is far from it, 

and, in fact, significant evidence that America is unlikely ever to have a major demogrant like 

program. The EITC, after all, is set as a percentage of earned income: it is not lump sum at all, 

but, in effective, a negative marginal tax rate. There is ample reason to believe that this was 

avery important, consciously chosen design feature. The significant expansion of the ETIC 

under President Bill Clinton formed the lynchpin of the “death of welfare as we knew it,” 

and moved “welfare to workfare.” That is, far from the optimal tax result that demogrants 

plus high marginal tax rates on the poor deter the least able from working, a feature that 

Mirrlees himself found attractive, at least during times of high unemployment,72 and which 

others, such as Louis Kaplow, are willing to accept as a perhaps inevitable byproduct of 

other desirable properties,73 American social policy seems to have a very strong principle that 

the poor should work, if at all possible. 

                                                 
71 Zelenak and Moreland, Murphy and Nagel, Kaplow 2006. 
72 Mirrlees 1971. 
73 Kaplow 2006. 
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There are also perfectly strong rational reasons to stay away from demogrants. Quite 

apart from the prevailing political orthodoxy that is skeptical of demogrants even if they 

were costless, they are of course not costless. Money given unconditionally to citizens is 

money that the government either must raise with taxes or else divert from other spending 

priorities. But presumably, “we” like these other spending programs, many of which have 

redistributive and “social safety net” components to them. There is a tremendous 

“stickiness” in the status quo, a reluctance to cut spending programs already in place, a social 

fact that might relate to certain well-known cognitive biases and tendencies, such as the 

endowment effect.74 Even if there were a political will to provide significant demogrants, 

how would they be financed? Higher marginal tax rates on middle-income taxpayers, the 

most likely source of significant tax revenue, create unappetizing incentives and thereby 

likely greater efficiency losses than even the average dollar of tax revenue does currently.75 

Engrafting more taxes---perhaps significantly more taxes---onto the status quo runs the risk 

of pushing infra-marginal rates, already above 100% for many, as we pointed out in the prior 

section, even higher. This would then run counter to the pro-work principle in American 

social policy, as we just discussed. There can also be no iron-clad guarantee that a 

government composed of flesh and blood human beings, having found a means to raise 

revenues, would in fact remain committed to the spending program of the demogrant 

system: we have a great deal of experience, as with the supposed dedication of lottery 

proceeds to education, or in the so-called flypaper effect, that spending programs can go 

askew.76 Further, in times of budgetary stringency, a demogrant would be the easiest 

                                                 
74 Baron and McCaffery, Starving the Beast: The Psychology of Budget Deficits. 
75 Feldstein 2006. 
76 Hines and Thaler, note on lotteries. 
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expenditure to cut, or not to increase, and the reality of political and social life is that every 

epoch is an age of budgetary stringency---so it would be a frail social safety net on which to 

depend.   

In sum, we accept that demogrants will not be a feature of U.S. tax and transfer 

policy any time soon, or perhaps ever. We do not accept that this necessarily means that the 

American people are irrational or selfish, or even that do not support more progressivity in 

tax, although we do expect, as the prior section argued, that we are unlikely to get more 

progressivity under a wage-based or income tax. In order to get more progressivity, then, we 

must change the way we tax---the tax base. This is our next move.   

 

e. The World as it Could Be?: Optimal Tax, Transformed 

Let us assume, with Murphy and Nagel and many others,77 that America right now is 

far from the redistributive goals of optimal tax theory in the tradition of Mirrlees and others: 

we are a land of great inequality, getting worse by the minute. How might we get from where 

we are, now, to the promised land of greater redistribution, in the spirit of the optimal tax? 

There are four general approaches, looking at the tax and spending sides of the ledger, as we 

have sorted them above and throughout. 

One, we could eliminate or reduce all or most existing spending programs, and 

substitute demogrants in their place. We humbly suggest that this is not going to happen, 

because, for better or worse, current spending programs are deeply entrenched. No 

American President or political part has succeeded in significantly reducing spending---the 

                                                 
77 Murphy and Nagel, supra; see also Krugman, Reich, Wolff, Frank. Kaplow is rather more sanguine, and we 
share much of his optimism. But again, the purpose of our Article is to show the way, as a positive matter, 
towards more redistribution or progressivity in tax, not to make the logically separate normative arguments that 
such movement is necessary or desirable. 
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Republian Presidents Ronald Reagan and George W. Bush certainly did not---and there is 

precious little reason to count on significant reductions any time soon. Indeed, the chief 

fiscal obstacle confronting the federal government is to reduce the rate of increase in 

government spending, especially on social security and, even more so, medicare.78 

Two, we could engraft demogrants onto the existing spending platform. But as we 

discussed in the prior section, this is not only nearly as infeasible as cutting existing spending 

programs, it is also unwise, in part because it would ratchet up revenue-raising demands 

beyond the capacity of the system to bear. 

Three, we could, without demogrants, change the marginal rate structure under the 

existing tax structure to create progressivity, perhaps even with high marginal rates at the 

top. This is the suggestion of Murphy and Nagel, Zelenak and Moreland. It makes a certain 

sense, but we again are skeptical, for reasons stated above. The efficiency losses from high 

marginal rates exist whether or not there are demogrants. Americans, since at least the 1980s, 

seem to have figured this out, as our quick survey of the political environment now and over 

the last several decades point out. Ignoring the lessons of optimal tax because we are not 

willing or able to adopt demogrants means being committed to accepting waste----burning 

money or psychic value----to achieve greater “equity.”  We might indeed be willing to do 

this, to some small extent, at the margin. But we are left with the troubling question as to, if 

we are not willing to generate equity or greater redistribution efficiently, why would we be 

willing to do it inefficiently? 

This leaves us with our fourth option: change the way we tax, specifically the tax 

base. We understand that, at this point, some will accuse us of a fundamental inconsistency. 

                                                 
78 Shaviro, Holtz-Eakin, etc. 
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We have argued throughout that the way things are reflects a certain widespread and popular 

acceptance of the way things are, and hence must be: this is the essence of our “everyday 

optimal tax theory.” We apply this logic, after all, to existing spending programs, taking not 

only the status quo spending programs “off the table” for reform options, but refusing to 

put a new “demogrant” program on that table. And we also apply this “best of all possible 

worlds” logic to the structure of marginal tax rates under an income or wage-based tax. But 

we are not, after all, hard and fast skeptics for all reform. How can this be?  

We believe that change is possible, and that academic scribbles might even, one day, 

inform change. Change does happen, after all.  Thus we believe that optimal tax theory as 

scribbled on classroom chalkboards for several decades now has had an impact in the real 

world, when it comes to wage taxes. But there has been little exploration of optimal 

expenditure taxes. A large part of the reason for this seems to be a certain confusion, in both 

the academy and wider popular political culture, about the structure of and possibilities for 

such taxes: all consumption taxes tend to have been linked together, and tied to a case for 

the principled non-taxation of the yield to capital, and thus are thought to lead to flat or 

relatively flat-rate taxes. We reject all these connections as necessary, logical matters.79 An 

expenditure tax can certainly feature progressive marginal rates, perhaps even steeply 

progressive marginal rates, notwithstanding the semantic and analytic fact that this means 

that such a tax can, under certain conditions, fall on the yield to capital. A counter story to 

the case for immutable change runs as follows. Americans have chosen their mix of 

spending programs, and these do not include demogants. But we chose an income tax, in 

large part for its redistributive properties---we actually liked that it included the yield to 

                                                 
79 McCaffery, A New Understanding, supra. 
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savings, for example.80 Like Mirrlees in fact, we believed that an income tax was a great 

means for redistribution,81 and we also wanted progressive marginal rates under it, so we 

supported these, too: rates went into the 90s during World War II, and stayed there until 

John F. Kennedy cut them to 70 in 1963. But we, gradually, learned from this that high 

marginal rates under an income tax only lead to distortions and inefficiencies; we came to 

agree with Mirrlees’s own reluctant conclusion in 1971, that “the income-tax is a much less 

effective tool for reducing inequalities than has often been thought.”82 At this point, the 

people seemed stuck, and the academy has been slow to develop other options. Here we are.      

Our principal point in this Article is that an optimal expenditure tax might feature 

significantly more progressive rates than an optimal wage-based or income tax, because of 

the “second margin,” for savings, that such a tax opens up. Just as Peter Diamond has 

suggested that an income tax with a charitable contribution deduction might support higher 

marginal tax rates than an optimal income tax without such a deduction, because the high-

ability philanthropic individual need no be deterred from working, and because charitable 

giving can be efficient from a social point of view, we significantly generalize and extend this 

point to savings.  Put another way, under an optimal income or wage-based tax, the 

behavioral reaction of the most able is not to work, a pareto pessimal result, which drives 

down marginal tax rates on the upper end. But under an expenditure tax, with say an 

unlimited charitable contribution deduction, the marginal behavioral responses of the most 

able include not just leisure but also savings and philanthropy---with the latter two having, 

                                                 
80 McCaffery, A New Understanding. 
81 Mirrlees, 1971, at 208. 
82 Id.  
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most likely, significant social benefits, in both equity and efficiency terms.  This is the 

exciting possibility we explore below, after setting out the language of tax bases.             

 

III. The Base Part: Two Choices for Tax 

a. Base Matters, Part I: Three Types of Taxes 

It is important to clarify certain basic terms, for much of the “income versus 

consumption” debate waged over the past several decades among public finance economists, 

lawyers, academics and policymakers has stumbled over semantics. 

 

i. Income Tax 

An income tax falls on all present period earnings, from “whatever source derived,” 

in the language of the XVIth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and Section 61 of the 

U.S. Internal Revenue Code (“IRC”), that is, from labor or capital (and, arguably, from 

beneficent transfers as well). As Henry Simons put it in an influential definition, named after 

him and his predecessor Robert Murray Haig: 

Income may be defined as the algebraic sum of the market 
value of the rights exercised in consumption plus the change 
in value of the store of property rights between the beginning 
and end of the period in question.83 

 
It is possible to restate this verbal formulation, in reality a simple accounting relation or 

tautology, as: 

Income = Consumption + Savings 

                                                 
83 HENRY C. SIMONS, PERSONAL INCOME TAXATION: THE DEFINITION OF INCOME AS A PROBLEM OF FISCAL 
POLICY 50 (1938). 
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This tells us little more than the simple facts that inputs must equal outputs, or that all 

wealth (Income) must be spent (Consumption) or not (Savings).  

Nonetheless, great edifices can be built on simple foundations, and the Haig-Simons 

definition of income has been tremendously influential in the intellectual history of tax. 

From the definition alone, for example, it can be seen that savings are at a disadvantage 

compared to immediate consumption under an income tax. Wealth is taxed when it comes 

into a household, typically via wages. For wealth that is not immediately consumed, a 

further, or “second” tax is levied on the yield to the savings, the “change in value of the 

store of property rights,” as when interest is credited to a bank account, or stocks or real 

estate rise in value. The inclusion of the yield to capital in the income tax base makes it a 

“double tax” on earnings that are not immediately consumed.84  

 

ii. Two Consumption Taxes 

Largely to avoid the income tax’s double-tax sting and its attendant distortions, 

critics have long advocated some form of consumption tax that would exempt savings, or 

the yield to capital, from the tax base, on both economic efficiency and fairness grounds.85 

The efficiency case against taxing the return to capital stems ultimately from the fact that the 

consumption distortion introduced by a capital income tax widens over time.  Thus, a 30 

percent tax on the return to saving increases the cost of tomorrow’s consumption relative to 

today’s, but it much more dramatically increases the cost of consumption ten years from 

now compared to today’s. The geometric discounting for which compound interest is 

responsible implies that the distortions introduced by the tax system become larger as the 

                                                 
84 Mill 1848. 
85 Kaldor 55, Andrews 74, Judd 85 and Chamley 86 and explain. 
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time horizon lengthens, thereby making even a very low rate tax on the return to saving 

highly distortionary when viewed over a lifetime perspective. 

Early theorists posited the equivalence of two forms of consumption-based taxes 

under plausible assumptions, namely the “prepaid” or “yield-exempt” model and the 

“postpaid” or cash-flow one.86 If tax rates do not change and there is no effect on the rate of 

return on savings, then levying a tax upfront, and never again, as in a typical wage or payroll 

tax, is indeed equivalent to deferring the tax and levying it at the single time of ultimate 

private preclusive use, as in a typical expenditure, sales or value-added tax.87  

Consider the simple formula for the future value (FV) of a present amount of 

principal (P), invested over n periods at a rate of return r: 

 

FV = P (1 + r) n 

 

It does not matter when the government reduces this by a tax rate, t, leaving the taxpayer to 

consume (1 – t), under the commutative principle of multiplication: 

 

(1 – t) P (1 + r) n   =   P (1 + r) n (1 – t) 

 

A simple example illustrates the algebra. Suppose that Ant, the iconic saver in many of these 

discussions, earns $200, the tax rate, or t, is 50%, and the return to savings, or r, is 10%. Ant 

will save for two full years then consume.   

                                                 
86 Andrews 1974, Bradford et al 1977, Bradford 1986. 
87 Andrews 1974, McCaffery 2005a and b.  
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Under a wage tax, Ant’s $200 is reduced to $100 right away. This grows to $100 + 

$10, or $110, (P ( 1 + r)), after one year, and $110 + $11, or $121, (P (1 + r)) (1 + r), P (1 + 

r)2 , after two years. Ant consumes away.  

Under a postpaid consumption tax, Ant gets to save the full $200. By the same logic, 

this gorws to $200 + $20, or $220, after one year, and $220 + $22, or $242, after two years. 

When Ant goes to spend, the government comes to assert its 50% stake. And this reduces 

Ant’s $242 to $121, just as under the wage tax model. The algebraic formulation above 

proves that this result is not simply an artifact of the numbers chosen for the example, but a 

fully general result. 

 

b. Base Matters, Part II: Two Choices for the Future 

i. The Trouble with Income Taxation 

An income tax is, by design, a tax on wages and a “double tax” on savings. The saver 

is left worse off than the immediate consumer under an income tax, and worse off than she 

would be under a consumption tax. The above equations can help us to see this, with a 

second tax, t, levied on the return to savings, or r, under an ideal income tax. Thus: 

 

(1 – t) P (1 +(1 – t) r) n  < (1 – t) P (1 + r) n   =   P (1 + r) n (1 – t) 

 

Here the left-hand term reflects the value of a sum earned and invested over time, P, under 

an income tax, which will be less, on account of the “double tax,” than the saver would have 

under either form of a consumption tax. Nonetheless, there are many who favor an income 

tax, in theory, and compelling reasons for it: since only the wealthy save, a tax on savings 
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seems to be progressive.88 Others believe that there are even stronger theoretical arguments 

against an income tax,89 but we do not live in theory. As noted above, an income tax may not 

be a realistic option for future tax reform, and hence it is not generally considered in this 

Article. There are at least four reasons, based on a combination of theory and practice, for 

discounting the likelihood of future income taxation in the United States. 

 One, the “income” tax has long had structural features that render its putative 

taxation of the return to capital highly suspect, and, indeed, arguably voluntary.90 These 

features largely began with the 1922 Supreme Court decision of Eisner v. Macomber,91 

announcing the important principle that “mere” appreciation, or the rise in value of an asset 

not yet sold or otherwise disposed of, is not presently taxable “income.” This “realization 

requirement” immediately became the “Achilles Heel” of the income tax, as Professor 

Andrews has dubbed it.92 Combined with two other features of the income tax—the 

principled non-taxation of the proceeds of debt (because borrowing, whereby an asset, in the 

debt proceeds, is offset by a liability, in the obligation to repay, does not constitute any net 

change in value of the store of one’s property rights, under the Haig-Simons definition of 

income), and the “steeped up basis” for assets acquired on death, under IRC § 101493—the 

realization requirement leads to fairly simple means of avoiding the income tax’s “second” 

tax on the yield to capital, effectively turning the “income” tax into a prepaid consumption 

                                                 
88 Warren 75 and 80, citations in McCaffery 2005. 
89 Andrews 74 and 75, Atkinson and Stiglitz 76, McCaffery 2005 a and b, Bankman and Weisbach 2006, but cf. 
Shaviro (forthcoming), but further cf Bankman and Weisbach (forthcoming). Perhaps an extended note here 
on how our project differs from AS 76 and Bankman and Weisbach.  
90 McCaffery, A Voluntray Tax? Revisited. 
91 Citation. 
92 Citation. 
93 Citation and explanation. 
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or wage tax.94 One might argue that these structural features can be easily changed, and, 

indeed, it is now clear that the realization requirement is not constitutionally mandated.95 But 

this argument would ignore nearly a century of history. None of the structural features in 

“buy/borrow/die” has been seriously challenged in their long lives. President Carter 

proposed and had enacted an end to a “stepped up basis” rule, but the law never became 

operative, and there is universal consensus that this feature of EGTRRA will not become 

law; the epochal Tax Reform Act of 1986 was fairly systematic in shutting down individual 

“tax shelters,” and yet did not touch any plank in buy/borrow/die. (Consider, too, 

Blueprints, the Presidential Advisory Panel of 2005, the recent Rangel proposal, and so on.) 

Further, the very existence of these structural features handcuffs the tax system’s ability to 

increase taxation of the yield to capital, thus low rates on capital gains, dividends and interest 

(repatriation) are endogenous features of the status quo.96  

 Two, in additional to the long-lived structural elements making the “income” tax a 

prepaid consumption tax, the past several decades have witnessed an explosion of ad hoc, 

legislative, deviations to the “income” tax’s double-tax structure. Pension plans along a 

postpaid consumption tax model began in the 1940s, but recent years have witnessed 

significant expansions, of IRAs, 401(k)s, 403(b)s, medical and educational savings accounts, 

and so forth. Increasingly, these devices have been structured along the prepaid 

consumption, or wage tax, model: pay tax now, never again. (Roth IRAs and 401(k)s, IRC § 

529 plans, medical savings accounts, President Bush proposals, and so forth). These features 

of the “income” tax not only combine with the structural elements noted above to undercut 

                                                 
94 McCaffery buy/borrow/die, 2002 and 2005, and explain. 
95 OID example, and explain. 
96 McCaffery 2005. 
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the status of the tax as a tax on true “income,” but they also manifest the widespread 

popular support for the deviation. 

Some might at this point suggest that the result is a normatively attractive hybrid, but 

this leads to the third point, developed further below: the “hybrid” income-consumption tax 

is in fact a poor cousin of a tax system, leading to simple arbitrage operations that can enable 

consumption without taxation, and exacerbating the plight of the wage-earner. 

Four, a progressive income tax is problematic under the “everyday optimal tax 

theory” developed above. An ideal income tax falls on wages, and thus has the problems 

noted: it is economically and politically compelling to feature relatively low marginal rates on 

upper-income or ability wage-earners and, while higher infra-marginal rates seem possible, 

the demogrant feature does not. And if the country were somehow to change direction and 

“cure” the structural deficiencies noted above, and reverse course on over fifty years of tax 

policy to eliminate all savings provisions under the Code, then we would be left with the 

classic “double tax” on savings—which would give another reason to keep rates low.    

   

ii. The Non-Equivalence of Two Consumption Taxes  

The equivalence of prepaid consumption or wage taxes and postpaid consumption 

or expenditure taxes reflects that both are “single” taxes on wealth that comes into a 

household, whether saved or immediately consumed. The skepticism about income taxes 

just noted and the analytic fact that consumption taxes do not reach the yield to capital 

together appear to imply that there is no meaningful way to tax those persons living off of 

savings, except possibly with a wealth or property tax. 
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Under variable marginal tax rates, however, the equivalence of “prepaid” and 

“postpaid” consumption taxes disappears. The tax rate at the time of initial earnings may not 

be the same as that at the time of consumption. This analytic fact has led many to argue for 

flat or constant-rate expenditure taxes, because it is thought to be a norm not to tax capital 

or its yield. (Others seem to take this as a semantic matter: namely, that a consumption tax 

must not include the yield to savings. Being semantics, one could have this any way one 

wants, as long as terms are consistently defined and used. In the interest of keeping 

semantics close to ordinary language, it is convenient to define a postpaid consumption or 

expenditure—a sales—tax as a “consumption” tax, even if its rate structure means that the 

yield to capital will sometimes be taxed, by design.) But this argument, generated by 

policymakers invoking norms of “fairness”—and hence parallel to, but distinct from, the 

efficiency-based arguments—presumes that the normative reason for choosing a 

consumption tax turns on the principled non-taxation of the yield to savings.  It need not be 

so. Policymakers might desire a progressive tax on expenditures for reasons unrelated to the 

non-taxation of capital or its yield, or at least not pre-committed to such non-taxation. For 

example, a utility-maximizing outcome might be achieved under the social welfare function 

with a progressive expenditure tax, because individuals in the face of the tax may continue to 

work and save, avoiding present period taxation but improving social welfare both by the 

positive externalities of their contributions to the capital stock and by the implicit deferred 

tax on the savings. 
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Note to Boalt Readers: the Remainder of the This Draft is especially sketchy, 

but the argument has all been anticipated above, and I will be happy to fill in the 

gaps orally and in person.  Thank you. Ed McCaffery 

 

iii. The Limits of “Hybrids” 

[The purpose of this Section is both to clarify what one might mean by “hybrid” 

taxes, and to add some skeptical thoughts about these as the hope for more progressivity in 

tax. 

The most common use of the term “hybrid” is to refer to a single comprehensive 

tax---paradigmatically, the current U.S. income tax---as containing aspects of both an income 

and a consumption tax. Thus, for example, the U.S. federal income tax today has prepaid 

and postpaid consumption tax features, traditional and Roth IRAs, and so on. We point out 

that such a “mishmash” often leads to incoherence. 

It is also possible that a “hybrid” means alternate comprehensive tax bases running 

side by side, as we in fact have with the payroll and income tax systems. Here we simply 

point out that all such taxes must be one of the broad types noted above, and that the 

aggregated system is what matters to a pattern of rational incentives. We have no objections, 

in principle or otherwise, to any of a number of taxes raising revenue from most 

worker/taxpayers; for people who do not save, or do not save much, income = 

consumption after all, and the choice of tax base and system for the masses might best be 

made out on transactions costs grounds. But key to our analysis is that high ability taxpayers 

face a progressive expenditure tax, on the margin, whether this comes from the top brackets 

of a general system or a separate, supplemental tax. 
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Finally, we note that we are by and large not discussing other taxes, such as wealth, 

wealth transfer, property, or business taxes, because these are not generally comprehensive 

or individuated (and to some extent because they can run counter to the general savings 

incentive generated by a systematic expenditure tax), though we do not rule out that some of 

these might play some role in a globally optimal tax system.   

Finally, we note that a progressive expenditure tax is a hybrid, in a certain, important, 

sense. ] 

 

IV. The Uneasy Case for Progressive Wage Taxes 

a. Optimal Tax Analysis 

[Review and make the point that Mirrlees 1971, because it is a one period model with 

no savings, is a wage tax.  Subsequent models, such as Judd 1985 and Chamley 1986, suggest 

zero taxation on capital, keeping optimal income taxes as wage taxes.  Interesting, the 

“dynamic” optimal tax models of Golusov et al, while purporting to be a radical break from 

Chamley-Judd---recall that these models end up with confiscatory wealth taxes---also end up 

being wage taxes, because there is no private savings.] 

 

b. Political-Rhetorical Concerns 

[Again, a review, how not only the economic case for declining marginal rates under 

a wage tax has been made, but also the political and rhetorical power of this argument. 

Feldstein et al.] 

 

V. The Easier Case for Progressive Expenditure Taxes 
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[this Part sketches out the reasons why an optimal expenditure tax looks different from an 

optimal wage tax, and why it might well bear significantly more progressive marginal rates, 

and why marginal rates matter. Utimately, this comes down to a discussion of the motives 

for savings --- about which we have thought much, and written much,  elsewhere, but little, 

here.]  

a. Changing the Terms of Optimal Tax Analysis 

There is surprisingly little in the way of rigorous analysis of optimal expenditure 

taxes.  The recent literature on dynamic optimal taxation (Golusov et al., 2006) is instead 

focused on the distantly related question of whether it is ever desirable to supplement a wage 

tax with a positive tax on capital income.  The technical appendix to this paper offers some 

analysis of optimal expenditure taxation in a setting in which individuals work for one period 

and consume over two.  As is readily (well, maybe not) apparent, there is no longer an 

implication that the marginal tax rate on the last dollar earned by the highest income earner 

is zero. This comes from the fact that expenditure taxes, in this setting, possibly distort two 

margins of economic decisionmaking: earning income, and the allocation of consumption 

over the two periods.  In fact, in this setting, optimal expenditure taxes have more difficulty 

distinguishing the affluent from the less-affluent than do wage taxes, since annual 

expenditure does not reveal whether a taxpayer is a high income person in a low 

consumption period, or a medium income person in a high consumption period.  As a 

consequence, optimal expenditure taxes may or may not be as progressive as optimal income 

taxes (this distinction turns on the precise nature of one’s definition of progressivity). But in 

the politically feasible range, expenditure taxes are very likely to be more progressive, and in 
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particular, do not embody the politically salient zero top tax rate feature of optimal income 

taxes. 

Optimal expenditure taxation necessarily incorporates consideration of the factors 

that determine saving, as these may heavily influence the evaluation of any tax-induced 

distortions to saving behavior.  Hence this section reviews some of the reasons why people 

save, and their significance for optimal taxation. 

 

b. The Surprise: (Marginal) Rates Matter 

 

c. Why People Save: Rational Models 

i. Life cycle  

[The most common reason in the literature, going back to Modigliani and others, is 

that people save to even out their consumption. We point out  some evidence for and 

against this claim as an explanation for most saving behavior; show how much of US tax and 

fiscal policy is built up on the assumption; and then explain how a pattern of increasing 

marginal rates can push taxpayers to consumption smooth, and how, in general, they are 

facing a lower than top marginal rate bracket.  The Technical Appendix actually uses a life 

cycle model in its background.] 

ii. Precautionary 

Another motive for savings is to guard against prospective emergencies, as in periods 

of low earnings or heightened medical needs. See for example Kotlikoff, Shoven and Spivak 

1987. If the “precaution” is simply a hedge against periods of lower earnings, as for example 

insurance against job loss, the analysis collapses into that above, because we have assumed 
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no earnings in the second period. If the precautionary savings are meant as a reserve against 

other heightened expenditure needs, such as medical expenses, a critical issue here is the tax 

system’s treatments of such expenditures. If we assume that medical expenses are deductible 

from the tax base, as under present law (Internal Revenue Code Section 213) the rational 

taxpayer can assume a low or zero rate of tax on precautionary savings. Thus the ex ante 

perceived tax rate on non-present period consumption will be lower, and will indeed 

approach zero, as under Mirrlees, but now without an explicitly declining marginal tax rate 

structure in labor market earnings. 

 

iii. Bequest 

Studies consistently show large amounts of savings are passed inter-generationally, in 

the form of bequests. Bernheim 2002, Kotlikoff and Summers 1981, Hurd 1987.  The fact of 

bequest savings, however, does not fully explain the motive or subjective intention behind such 

savings. But because our project involves looking at the effect on present period labor 

supply effort from a deferred tax on savings, it is important to consider the precise motives 

for savings in greater detail. This subsection considers three distinct possibilities. 

1. Bequest Savings as Deferred Consumption by Heirs 
The possibility most immediately available from the label of “bequest savings” is that 

present period taxpayers are actively motivated to save by a desire to pass consumption 

opportunities along to their heirs. In such a case, C2 will take place by a later generation. The 

question is what tax rate (as well as what tradeoff rate in own-utility) might a present period 

saver put on period 2 consumption by her heirs?   
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Note that both of the above possibilities—consumption smoothing, as in the life-

cycle model, or precautionary savings—can apply to bequest savings.  A rational saver might 

presume that her heirs will be at a lower level of consumption than she is in and thus, under 

a consistent progressive expenditure tax, will face a lower rate bracket.  (Note that we do not 

consider the potentially important issue of labor market deterrent effects at the second and 

lower generation levels). There is at least anecdotal evidence to suggest that savers might 

prefer a tax or legal structure in which access to capital by their heirs is limited, by kind or 

amount. Many wealthy individuals in fact create “spendthrift,” educational trusts, or even 

“dynasty trusts” for their heirs, limiting their access to capital to certain levels or specified 

reasons. This suggests that savers may not be motivated to enable high expenditures by 

heirs, so might not be deterred by high implicit tax rates on high expenditures.   

Likewise, aside from the possibility, considered below, that bequests represent 

unused precautionary savings at the first generation—the rainy day never having come—the 

saver may be anticipating the precautionary needs of her heirs. Once again, the implicit tax 

rate considered by the first generation saver will be lower than her own consumption 

bracket, approaching zero. 

 

2.  Bequest Savings as Deferred Precautionary Savings 

As noted, the rational saver might be anticipating that her heirs could face 

emergencies, other than low-earnings, and so may presume lower tax rates on period 2 

consumption.  Indeed, bequest savings might come from unused precautionary savings at 

the first generation, so to that extent problem is same as above. 
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3.  Bequest Savings as Residuum (Consumption Value of Capital) 

Finally, we consider the possibility that savings result from the first generation 

saver’s own utility from capital: that is, that taxpayers are motivated to build up large stores 

of capital for their own sake, and prefer having them to own-consumption. In such a case, 

the taxpayer today faces a perceived subjective tax rate of zero on continued savings, again 

paralleling Mirrlees without an explicitly declining marginal rate structure. 

A similar result obtains—also similar to the precautionary savings discussion noted 

above—from an ultimate philanthropic intent, or a mixed motivation in which charities to 

whom payments are tax deductible are the residuum.  The rational worker in a prior period, 

saving in anticipation of one day potentially making a large philanthropic gift, will face an 

implicit tax rate of 0 on her additional work effort today. 

 

d. Why People Save: Behavioral Models 

[this needs to be written.  But we have thought about it, at least.  See Edward J. 

McCaffery, Behavioral Economics and Fundamental Tax Reform, forthcoming in Zodrow 

and Diamond, editors, Fundamental Tax Reform (MIT Press); see also 

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=899302. ] 

 

e. Political-Rhetorical Concerns  

 

 

VI. Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Research 
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[at this point we switch gears, get humble, and talk about the importance of more 

models and more research into why people save.  Then we switch gears again with some 

final stirring rhetoric about the importance of the project.]  
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Technical Appendix 

The purpose of this Technical Appendix, which derives from more extended and rather 
formal work that we are doing, is rather modest. We mean to show, via a fairly simple 
heuristic proof, that one aspect now commonly found in most optimal tax models---the top 
rate, on the single highest ability taxpayer, of zero---does not obtain under an optimal 
expenditure tax. Some will question the importance and generality of this result, but we 
mean it to illustrate the wider point that things change under an optimal expenditure tax.  
We hope to continue to advance this project along technical lines, ourselves, ansd that others 
join us. 
 
Mirrlees 1971 used a one period model that lacked savings, by specification. In order to 
progress beyond Mirrlees to consider optimal tax rates under an expenditure tax, it is 
necessary to add at least a second period to the model, to allow for the possibility of savings.  
Following Mirrlees, all individuals are assumed to share the same utility function, with 
consumption and leisure as arguments; the utility function is now modified to include two 
types of consumption: 
 

U(C1 , C2, L), 
 
in which C1 and C2 represent first and second period consumption, respectively. We assume 
that consumption depends on first-period labor earnings, given by the product of a wage 
rate, W, and the labor decision 1 – L, where L is normalized to represent the portion of time 
spent on leisure, 0 > L > 1. We also assume that there are no labor earnings in period 2, 
representing a period of retirement from the labor market. Finally, consumers are assumed 
to have access to a capital market that permits borrowing (although there is no borrowing in 
our model, given the specifications of wage income in period 1 only) and lending at rate r. 
(This rate is quite possibly a function of the tax system, but for much of the analysis we take 
it to be exogenous to the model, perhaps reflecting the impact of a world capital market.) 
The budget constraint that an individual cannot spend more in present value than his first 
period labor earnings can be expressed as: 
 

( ) ( )LW
r

CC −≤
+

+ 1
1

2
1

. 
 
This simple model holds fixed the timing of the retirement decision, quite possibly an 
important restriction given the potential impact of consumption taxation on financial 
resources available in retirement. Note that the model does not necessarily assume that C2 
consists entirely of own-consumption in period 2, a point that relevant because of the 
possibilities of bequests and inter-generational savings. 
 
Under Mirrlees, the sole deterrent effect of the tax rate on the individual was felt on the 
labor supply decision. The declining marginal tax rate among high earners, falling to zero for 
the highest dollar earned, followed. At least given the standard no-envy Paretian constraint, 
the government will always prefer revenue, which can be used for utility-enhancing transfers, 
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to no revenue, and some work effort in the limiting case to none. With taxes added to 
Mirrlees’ one-period model, the representative agent faces a budget constraint reflecting that 
consumption cannot exceed after-tax income. With a two period model with savings, the 
agent’s constraint is 
 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )LW

r
CTCCTC −≤

+
+

++ 1
1

22
11

, 
 
In which T(C) is the (consumption basis) tax obligation associated with consumption level 
C. 
 
We hold the T(C) function to be unchanging over time, although it should be understood as 
being based on a vector of marginal tax rates applied to different levels of consumption, 
producing a unique average tax rate for each level of consumption over an initial zero 
bracket, if there is such a bracket. Holding the T(C) function to be unchanging assumes away 
the macroeconomic difficulties of different tax rate schedules over time, and the associated 
problem of government credibility in committing to a future tax rate schedule. This is a 
simplifying assumption, but note that the critical variable is the taxpayer’s perceived or 
anticipated tax rate at a later time; the problem has a similar structure to modeling savings 
and investment decisions in the face of varying inflation rates (indeed, the inflation rate can 
be seen to operate like a tax), and so here we assume that taxpayers rationally expect no 
change.   
 
The critical distinction from Mirrlees is that agents in this simple model now face two, not 
one, control variables: how much to work, 1 – L, and how much to save, C2/(1+r).  It is thus 
essential to the modeling task to develop realistic models of why people save, for this will 
affect taxpayer’s analysis of the taxes due in the later period. 
 
Most contemporary taxpayers do not save, of course, and for them, and over large ranges of 
the earnings scale, income more or less equals consumption, and so the Mirrlees 
specification is an excellent approximation to the economic environment they face.  Kawachi 
et al. 2006, Moomau forthcoming.  
 
But the rich, as they say, are different. High-earning and wealthy taxpayers do save. It is also 
over the upper-income ranges where the Mirrlees results are most dramatic, and have been 
most influential. The central question in developing a model of optimal expenditure tax rates 
is thus to ascertain why the upper-income save. Unfortunately, this is not easy; specifying a 
compelling model of individual savings behavior has been a holy grail of sorts for 
economists of all stripes. See generally Bernheim 2002, Kotlikoff 1989 for helpful 
background. In much of the discussion that follows, we posit that at least high 
income/ability individuals reach a point of full or partial “consumption satiation,” in which 
they no longer seek to consume all available resources in the present period but instead 
reserve some resources for a later period. Again, the question remains why they do this. 
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The early speculation of Keynes that individuals used savings to make for a “permanent 
income” has been supplanted with the “life cycle” savings model typically attributed to 
Modigliani and Brumberg 1954; see also Friedman 1957 and Modigliani 1988. The idea is 
simple and intuitive:  people save to convert uneven labor market earnings into smooth 
consumption profiles. For an individual with no sources of outside financing, as from 
altruistically linked family members, this would mean borrowing in youth, saving in the peak 
earnings years of mid-life, and drawing down on the saved reserves in late-life. Although 
there is good reason to question whether or not a sizeable number of individuals follow a 
“rational life cycle hypothesis” in their savings behavior (Shefrin and Thaler 1988, but see 
Scholz et al. 2006), much of American retirement savings policy seems built with a life-cycle 
model in mind: for example, the minimum distribution rules under tax-favored pension 
plans within the current U.S. income tax, or the very structure of the social security system. 
These mechanisms encourage, and in some sense compel, taxpayers to follow a life cycle 
model. 
 
One implication of life-cycle savings on the optimal expenditure tax rate schedule under our 
simple model is that the social goal of permitting (or encouraging) individuals to “smooth” 
their consumption is inconsistent with certain expenditure tax schedules. For example, one 
might envision a tax schedule with marginal tax rates that fall rapidly with consumption over 
certain ranges, much as the Mirrlees model can imply rapidly falling income tax rates, as for 
example in some of the simulations considered by Tuomala 1990. With such rapidly 
declining tax rates in the schedule, however, it is entirely possible that individuals would 
choose not to smooth their consumption, but instead select consumption profiles that vary 
wildly between accounting periods, in order to benefit from the reduced tax rates available at 
higher levels of expenditure in the present or any prior period. The problem─and it is 
intrinsic to any periodic consumption tax schemes, such as one based on annual returns─is 
that the present discounted value of lifetime taxes depends not merely on the present 
discounted value of lifetime consumption, but also on the details of its distribution across 
years, or other limited accounting period. 
 
This point can be made considerably more general. Consider a generalization of a Mirrlees-
type setting, in which the economy is populated by individuals with identical utility functions 
but differing abilities, all of whom live for two periods. The first-order conditions 
corresponding to the individual’s utility maximizing choice of first and second period 
consumption, and labor supply, are: 
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in which λ  is the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the individual’s budget constraint, 

and ( )iCT ′  is the derivative of the (assumed differentiable) tax function, or marginal 

consumption tax rate, evaluated at iC . 
 
As is well understood from the Mirrlees problem, which is set in the domain of information 
economics, self-selection constraints do not bind on the individuals at the top of the skill 
distribution. See, for example, explanations provided by Stiglitz 1987, Tuomala 1990 and 
Auerbach and Hines 2002. This means that the tax rate applicable to the most skilled 
individual is chosen not to redistribute income, but to support efficient behavior, since there 
is effectively no constraint on the choice of this tax rate. In the setting considered by 
Mirrlees and others, there is only one decision margin, the labor/leisure choice, and 
efficiency therefore implies that the marginal income tax rate is zero for the most able 
individual. 
 
In a setting with inter-temporal choice, however, there are multiple decision margins, and the 
choice of the marginal tax rate on the highest level of consumption carries implications for 
all of these, including not only the labor/leisure choice but also the choice between 
consumption in one period and another. It is clear that efficiency on the labor/leisure 
margin requires a zero marginal tax rate on consumption, as above. The difficulty with 
imposing a zero tax rate on the highest feasible level of consumption, however, is that this 
simultaneously distorts the inter-temporal allocation of consumption by the most able 
individual, if that individual’s consumption in other periods is subject to positive 
consumption taxation. Consequently, the optimal tax configuration will imply positive, and 
not zero, taxation of the most able individual. 
 
Consider the case in which utility is additively separable in consumption and leisure, and the 
utility function (counterfactually) exhibits no preference for consumption in one period over 
another.97 Given this lack of preference, when confronted with a positive rate of interest, 
consumers will not smooth their consumption perfectly between the two periods, but 
instead consume less in the first period than in the second, in order to benefit from the 

ability to earn interest on consumption foregone in the first period. Denote by 
*
1C  

consumption of the most able individual in the first period, and by 
*
2C  consumption by the 

same individual in the second period.  It is clear from above that 
*
1

*
2 CC > , but it is also clear 

that, with a continuum of types, there will be many individuals other than the highest ability 

type whose second period consumption level also exceeds 
*
1C . The desire to impose positive 

marginal taxes on consumption by these individuals entails subjecting the highest type to 
positive taxation on first period expenditures. This, in turn, implies that marginal tax rates on 
second period expenditures should be positive in order to avoid creating too great an inter-
temporal distortion. 
 

                                                 
97 This is akin to having a personal discount rate of 0, which is not generally observed. 
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This simple example highlights two aspects of the general result. The first is that this 
argument for non-zero taxation of the highest consumption level in the life-cycle model 
requires that individuals choose not to smooth their consumption perfectly between periods. 
The second is that the optimal tax configuration entails positive marginal tax rates on at least 
some periods of consumption by the most able individual. These are in fact very mild 
requirements, since they are likely to be violated only in special circumstances, though it is 
very difficult to say much in general about the second requirement in particular. Certainly the 
distortion introduced by the taxation of consumption by the same individual in different 
periods will affect tax rates throughout the tax schedule, very likely dampening differences, 
but the quantitative features of optimal tax rates in such settings tend to be extremely 
sensitive to fine modeling details. 
 
The general point can be made analytically, though in lieu of a complete characterization of 
the optimal tax problem, we proceed heuristically. Consider the choice of an efficient top 

marginal consumption tax rate, denoted, as in the example, ( )*
2CT ′ . (Recall that 

*
2C  is the 

highest consumption level any individual ever obtains.) If this tax rate is chosen optimally, 
then a small perturbation in the tax rate should have no effect on the welfare of the most 
able individual. For analytic simplicity, consider a perturbation that reduces leisure by 1/W, 
so lifetime consumption rises by one unit, and utility from leisure falls byλ . This change in 
the marginal tax rate on second period consumption, and accompanying endogenous change 
in labor supply, will affect consumption in the first and second period.  Denote the change 
in second period consumption by ∆ , and assume (as is standard in this type of exercise) that 
any change in tax revenue collected from the highest type is recycled to that same individual, 
so the budget constraint implies that the change in first period consumption is given by 

( )r+
∆

−
1

1
. 

 
The change in utility for the most able individual is then given by: 
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Setting this expression equal to zero, along with some simple algebraic manipulation, 
produces: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )
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2

. 
 
This equation expresses the marginal tax rate on second period consumption by the highest 
ability type as a function of the marginal tax rate on his or her first period consumption, and 
the change in second period consumption that would accompany a second period tax 
perturbation of sufficient magnitude to induce a change in labor supply sufficient to produce 
one unit of income.  In attempting to interpret this expression, it is important to bear in 
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mind that the tax system is taken to be optimal, so the utility level of the highest ability type 
does not change during the hypothetical perturbation.  As a result, all changes in labor 
supply and consumption can be taken to be compensated changes. Consequently, first 
period consumption will fall, since the price of first period consumption relative to leisure 
does not change, whereas first period consumption becomes more expensive relative to 
second period consumption.  (In order to induce greater labor supply in a compensated 
setting, the perturbation must take the form that the marginal tax rate on second period 
consumption falls.)  If first period consumption did not change at all, the unit rise in first 

period labor income would imply that ( )r+=∆ 1 .  Since the substitution effect causes first 

period consumption to fall, it follows that ( )r+>∆ 1 , which in turn implies that ( ) 0*
2 >′ CT .  

The optimal expenditure tax profile entails positive marginal tax rates on all levels of 
consumption. 
 
As this exercise illustrates, the optimal marginal tax rate applying to the highest level of 
consumption lies between zero and the marginal tax rate on consumption by the most able 
type in other periods when consumption levels are lower. This result stems ultimately from 
the inability of a consumption tax levied on an annual basis to distinguish between high 
ability individuals in low consumption years and lower ability individuals in high 
consumption years. Obviously a consumption tax levied strictly on a lifetime basis, along the 
lines perhaps of the system outlined by Vickrey 1947, would not have this feature. In 
practice, however, such systems have never been used, nor do they seem likely to be adopted 
any time soon, and so we continue to assume, as we have above, an annual expenditure tax.    
 
 


